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introduotion
This is a necessary paper , because newspaper English
has been ignored or passed over lightly by most students of the
language and it deserves more careful attention, i^ewspaper
writing is peculiar, but this comment is valueless without
elaboration which will explain: first, exactly what the pecu-
liarities are; second, why they have developed; third, whether
the5'' are good or bad; and finally, what steps might be taken
toward improvement of newspaper expression.
The peculiarities in journalistic style have to be
classified. Some are unavoidable results of mechanical limi-
tations ithe search for short words for headline use, for
example), some are established habits based on assumptions
concerning reading habits (tightly packed leads and short
paragraphs have developed from such assumptions;, and many
of the peculiarities are the results of hasty writing or
ignorance of the grammar and word- sense necessary for better '
writing.
rjothing can be done about the mechanical limitations.
They will plague the revorite men just as long as the mats are
i
made from metal type.
The style habits should be re-examined. The full
leads are often very difficult to read and it's about time

ii
for newspaper editors to consider seriously the use of
interesting leads to pull the reader into the full story
rather than all- in- one- breath leads which give the vital
statistics in one gagging dose.
The natural result would be the writing of more
straight news material in feature form. There are several
serious drawbacks, m the first place the average newspaper
cannot afford to hire enough skilled writers to work over
every news item in the paper. Also there is a feeling among
the readers of a newspaper that the standard lead is more
objective and is therefore less likely to contain editorial
opinion, m some cases this feeling is ^justified even though
a good writer can, with care, tell a story in an interesting
way without any editorializing, unlike the mechanical limi-
tations
,
these habits of the newspaper style are not unavoid-
able and they are not sacred. They need re- examination if
newspaper vrriting is to improve.
Other peculiarities are simply evidence of ignorance
of the language. Some are excusable; ethers are not. A
reporter who is rushing to beat a deadline can't be blamed
for taking freedoms with the language in order to make it
fit his requirements, if no word comes to him when a word is
needed, he makes one. Some of these words are useless and
they soon die. others are a valid contribution to the
language ; they spread and eventually are accepted and become
respectable, uther words are superfluous. They do nothing

iii
but clutter up the languae^e , drive out perfectly good words,
and weaken English generally; and creators of such illegiti-
|
mate words must be held responsible.
||
indiscriminate coining is a misdemeanor which can be
1 excused, however, in the rush of the newspaper office. A
m-ore heinous crime is the use of elegancies. Elegancies are
words or expressions which are used
,
simply for effect , in
' place of the ordinary tools of coimnunication,
A reporter who uses abode or domicile instead of
I
house, peruse in place of read, replica instead of copy or
transpire in place of happen is committing two offenses. He 1
j
is making the story unnecessarily difficult to read and, in
|
!
the last two examples, he is destroying the fine distinctions
II
of the language.
I
English is a language with a huge vocabulary, iviost
philologists agree that modem colloquial English contains
far more words than any other modern tongue, mt this
I
vocabulary loses its value when words are used carelessly.
I
Thus, replica
,
when used loosely by writers who refuse to take
I
pain, loses its true meaning which should be "properly one
^op;:^ made by the original artist,"'' and transpire loses the
meaning of "to emerge from secrecy into knowledge. "^
iThe uxford English Dictionary, vol. Vill, page 471
2Powler, iviodern English usage, Jr'age 661

This sloppy substitution of long words for short ones
of similar meaning has been weakening English since the
Spanish-American War, when the large circulations brought
with them emphasis on sensational news rather than pride in
writing, unfamiliar words should be avoided by any writer
until the words have been examined carefully to detennine
precise meanings. Reporters v/ho work with a pocket dictionary
and a thesaurus are responsible for the position of journal-
istic writing in the field of literature, journalism should
be the literature of every day language, it should be to
fonnal writing what honest conversation is to formal oratory;
it should be alive and ordinary, instead it is often strained'
and hollow, because of old habits and new attempts at
elegancy.
These are conclusions and they do not properly belong t
in an introduction, but '^mowledge of the point of view of
!
a thesis should make a reading of it more valuable, and so
the general position arrived at is stated first.
The thesis contains some praise, some justification,
\
and some constructive criticism. There is praise for
journalism at its best, journalism at its best need not
apologize to any pedants who scream at its informality, it
j
is accurate and interesting communication and it is clear
and concise. There is justification for some shortcomings
i
which are unavoidable under the conditions of a modern news-
j
paper plant. And there is criticism of some practices which

unnecessarily lower the quality of newspaper English.
' I'wo kinds of sources have been used in the research
for the thesis. The first sources are in the field of formal
grammar and word study, i^ooks on these subjects were examined
carefully and were used constantly as standards for judgment
on points of language. These books include dictionaries,
,1
I
histories of the English language , advanced grammar bocks , and
long and short a2rbicles on the contemporary lan^age.
ij
xhe newspapers formed the other, more important, source.
Several editions of many American dailies were scanned, line
by line, for characteristic evidence of journalistic style,
wo attempt has been made in this paper to distinguish between
the styles of the various newspapers unless the distinction
serves a purpose in the demonstration of the general qualities
of newspaper writings. A complete study that shows more fully
tht differences between the many tjrpes of American newspapers
J
would be a valuable contribution to the field but there's not
I
room for it here.
unfortunately the subject matter in this thesis is
sometimes dull. ±t is tinfortunate because this fact puts the
^1
author in the awkv/ard position of criticising uninteresting
I
prose and at the same time illustrating it.
The mention of some of my conclusions in this intro-
duction should not lead an^^-one to assume that they were a
starting point, un the contrary they were the final result,

and inention was made of them here simply to allow readers
the privilege of a peek at the last page so that they might
Know in advance something of what is being proved.

CHArTER 1
Simplicity is the sign of an advanced language and
English, in its present condition, is certainly a simplified
language, m the inflections, the changes in words according
to uses, the change came early, uld English verbs, for
example , were divided into ten classes and each class had
I eighteen different forms to indicate tense, number, person,
! case, and mood.^ ^'^ith a few exceptions, modern English verbs
j
3 . :
I
are conjugated like wa±k and the only forms are: walk and
I walks in the present , walked in the past tense and for the
past participle, and walking for the present participle and
geirand.
iMouns and adjectives went through the same complicated
series of forms. Today we add s to form a plural and j_s on a noun
makes a genitive but it was not always so easy. Adjectives '
now are uninflooted; that is, they do not change their form
according to the way that they are used. As a result, they
,
can be shifted around in a sentence very freely and they can
ji be formed easily.
Today we make use of this flexibility in English and
3See Anderson and Williams, uld English Handbook

we take the noun watei ' and we speak of water power or water
lilies . Some purists still object to this process as a
corruption; we will speak of them later.
By Shakespeare's time the words of English had been
simplified. The only rule of English grammar was that there
were no mles. A keen sense of usage took the place of the
grammar book. Shakespeare's plays and the King James Bible
stand as testimony to the beauty and simplicity of that
prose
•
Two changes have taken place since then, m the late
]
eighteenth century the revival of classic scholarship caused
j
men like Samuel Johnson to try to force this free English
back into the mold of classical grammar. The clumsy, diffi-
i
cult, prose that resulted is still sometimes called "Johnson-
j
ese"^ m the last fifty years "Johnsonese" has met its
t
opposite, the graramarless language of communication without
|
•form, American slang, ^
journalism is influenced by both of these levels of
English. At its best it can combine the expressive words
;
and clear meanings of slang with the care and precision of
the classic, and the result is good writing. Often journal-
ism drifts to one of the extreraem and becomes too complicated
4 Eric Patridge
,
Usage and Abusage
,
jpage 174

to be read or too common to be worth putting into print,
Uocassionallj''
,
newspaper writers comDine the poorest points
of each level
^
producing elegant dohnson words without preci-
sion or grammar and used in unnatural slang forms.
Actually the freeedoji of slang has become a definite
j
part of our modern English. The emphasis today is on words
j|
»hich represent clear ideas. Prank ±Jodmeii5 and Rudolph
ij Plesch^ show that in this respect English is similar to
I
Chinese. The Chinese language has no grammar. There are no
I tenses, no inflexions, no connecting words, and no sentences.
Communication is established with words full of ideas used in
a definite order. The words are not connected by conjunctions,
j!
'
i
prepositions or forms of the verb to be; they are full in ;
themselves and when spoken in combination at the right time
they convey the idea without the benefit of formal grammar.
Modem English is moving toward Chinese in this respect i
despite the efforts of purists to return the language to the
||
scholars and the English grammar teachers? language is not
made in textbooks, it is made by the masses who speak it and
!
the people who speak English want a simpler means of expression]
than the elaborate formal English of Johnson.
5 m The L£om of language
,
images 110-114
6 m The Art of i^lain Talk, Chapter il
7 See Hubert J agger, En.5;lish for the Future

4Grammarians are a stubborn group and they will fight
for a neat English grammar based on the Latin Scholars and
they will probably continue to label the language that most
of us speak as "illiterate," but the language will change
and the change will be away from formal grammar toward a
language that is simple in form, but precise in meaning. Some
of our perceptive observers of language growth have been
ridiculing these purists for thirty years.
Grander Matthews, writing back in 1921, says:
To the ped^ts and to the purists no declaration
could be more shocking than that the masses own the
language; and yet no assertion is more solidly rooted
in the fact and more often emphasized by those who have
trained thBmselves to a mastery of their own tongue.
^
The idea that "the masses own the language" will not
shock us if we realize that the spoken language precedes the
written and that the written language must be easily trans-
lated back into ordinary speech by the readers if it is not
to be rejected. 'Newspaper writing is closest to the readers
and because of this newspapers have a special responsibility,
to capture the language of the people and to reflect it in writ-
ten form.
±n modern English the v'ords must be simple and they
must be used exactly because the emphasis is on the meaning
content of the words rather than on the sentence stimcture.
use of elegant words in place of simple ones is a crime and
8 Essays on English, -Page 43
li

5the incorrect choice of words can destroy a thought. A
reporter who pages through a thesaurus or a list of synonyms
to find a word that is out of the ordinary destroys his style
and shows off nothing but stupidity.
I
There is a compromise point somewhere between formless
speech and the over-formal written language. At this point I
grammar meets the individual word and here they must combine,
xhe newspaper is the rightful ruler of this meeting place.
iJewspaper writers are the custodians of this new English and
they have almost no authorities above them for guidance.
Students of language split over the choice between the
formal grammar and modern usage. High school textbooks i
l|
ignore the modern expressions and examine only sentences which I
fit into the approved pattern. Thus, the sentences of ordi- !
nary conversations are ungrammatical and are ignored,
j
Hemingway falls far short of the approved form, and newsp^er
headlines are impossible.
i
un the other extreme we have men like H. L. Mencken^ '
who hold that usage is the only measure of correctness and refuse
to accept any rules. The fallacy in their thinking is in
j
their refusal to separate the written and spoken languages.
Emotion, emphasis, and hesitation can be put into speech by
means which are not available to the writer, and the form,
9 See the introduction to The American language

6word order, and punctuation must give intonations to the
printed page.
The middle road is a difficult one but it is the only-
way that is worthwhile for serious study. G-eorge 0. Curme
,
one of the great American students of English, has managed
it and his works^O are a tribute to his scholarship, he has
taken ordinary colloquial English as it is spoken and written
b;- the people who make it and he has shown that modern
English has a grammar of its own, ne refuses to be confined
by the limits of classic granimar, yet he gives the free
spoken language the authority and form which it needs for
good writing,
it is not surprising that journalists, faced with a
dilemma and unable to cope with it, fall off in their 1^/
attempts at good, clear, writing. Colloquial English, for all
its simplicity, is not easily written, it requires simple
constructions and a. careful choice of words. Her^ the poor
,
reporter meets new problems. Mis constructions cannot be
simple because of old habits which require the important facts
of the sentence to be put in an unnatural position in the
first few words, and he does not have a free choice of words
because of space requirements.
The space requirements in headlines to some extent
10 See bibliography

force a reporter to use short words that oan easily be
pulled up into the head, and newspaper customs have affected
reading habits so that absence of the complicated lead
constructions would be shocking, at first. When these
restrictions apply, a reporter cannot turn out the best
kind of writing. Often, however, these restrictions are not
valid excuses; the writer has fallen into bad habits and he
uses cliimsy constructions and poorly chosen words out of
carelessness or ignorance.
The valid reasons for some of the shortcomings of
journalistic writing will be examined first and then, in a
more general study, the faults in ^.rammar, construction ani
usage will be discussed.
Let's start by trying to discover just what the
headlines are doing to newspaper English,

UtjAPTER 11
TliM^ WOJDS ARE AvAiliABLE
The story of headlines and their effect on the
languag'3 has to uegin with the simple fact of mechanical
I
requirements.
These limitations did not bother the headline writers
until the last decade of the nineteenth century. Civil War
headline writers had very little trouble with space. Heads
were usually written in two lines vath the second line
centered below the first, if another bank was necessary it
was used and sentences were permitted to run on from one tank
1 to the next. Type sizes were varied and the choice was left
up to the printer. There was no counting or measuring and
there was no need for compression.''''
definite patterns were set up as models , the task of the
headline v.-riter became complicated. Here is a description
of the situation confronting the headline ;vriter of 1926
(and today;:
m writing the headline , the copy-reader m.ust say
what he has to say in a definite number of letters and
spaces. If the headline has one or more lines --and
this IS the case at least 90% of the time— each line must
balance so that it may be typographically pleasing to
the reader's eye. Further, what is known as newspaper
liater, when uuiform type sizes were specified and
11 ii. ii. Mencken, the American Language: Supplement 1
mm A '3r3^^^ ^ -_-

style may offer difficulties. "Sach newspaper has a set
of rules peculiar to itself, un some papers each line of
the head must end in a word of more than tv/o letters and
can never begin with a verb, wo paper permits the split-
ting of a word from one line to another.''
2
This is the situation and there seems to be no chance
of changing it. As they appear in todays newpapers headlines
use a very special language and this special language is an
impo2rtant influence on iunglish as a whole
.
Estimating the effect of headlines on the English
language as a vh ole is not an easy task. A.t first the idea
seems preposterous, but how common would the word hop, meaning
airplane trip, have become without its repeated use in the
headlines^ Listen to this excei*pt:
Fiends are common in American criminology largely
because the word itself is so short. The popularity of
Hun during the first world War was likely due in part
to its convenient brevity, in this war, Nazi appeared
much oftener than Qerman. For the same reason we have
oap for Japanese, Red for Russian. ''3
M. L. Mencken goes a step further along this line and
speculates
:
it might be interesting to inquire how far the
popularity of politicians and other political figures
runs in proportion to the shortness of their names, i
suspect that ivir. Eden, the English Foreign Secretary (1936 J{,
owes something to the fact that his name is not (Jhol- i
mondeley or Donoughmore . ^ 4
12 Harold E. Rockwell, Headline Words ; American Speech
December 1926
13 Gunnar Horn, Do You Speak Headlines Y , Scholastic
October 19-24, IM?, page ?T
14 Footnote in American iianguage
,
page 103

newspapermen see the effect of the lorocess on the
lan^ua^^ie which the reporters and rewrite men use below the
head, but they are unable to do anything about it.
E. r, Mitchell, editor of the i^ew York Sim for many-
years, has been quoted'' 5 as saying:
The headline is more influential than a hundred chairs
of rhetoric in the shaping of future English speech.
There is no livelier perception than in the newspaper
offices of the incalculable havoc being wreaked upon the
language by the absurd circumstances that only so many
millimeters of type can go into so many millimeters'
width of column. Try it yourself and you will understand
why the fraudulent use of so many compact out misused
verbs, nouns, and adjectives is being imposed on the
:
coming generation, m its worst aspects, headline English!
I
is the yellow peril of the language.
The first step is the selection of short words, and
even that process has far-reading results, ijater, we will
I
discuss the grammar twists necessary for this compression; !
j
some have been brought up from common speech and are valuable
! simplifications, while others that have been tailor-made by j
I headline jugglers are absurd com.plications. i
j
• The effects of this brevity then are not always good,
j
[
Some v/riters and even more readers have the idea that brevity
!
ji
'\
always means simplicity; modern headlines are the perfect
j
I proof that this is not true. Even Rudolph Plesch, in his i|
search for simple English, realizes this when he says,''^
"The truth is that there are lots of different types of
15 -By Brauder Matthews, Essays on English
,
rage 133
16 The Art of Jr-lain Talk, page 120

brevity; some make it easier and some harder." He praises
the headline witer in ^neral for rediscovering simple Englishi
but admits that, "often, of course, he p;ets into headlinese
instead of plain English, and v/rites SECRET BARED where in
conversation he would say, 'We've been told a secret, '"17
here are some collections of examples illustrat ing the
methods used by the hard-pressed headline writers to cut
jj
down the line count, ''^e'll start with the simple search for
' a short word to sub^tute for the long one; then, we'll see
j
!
what this compression does to the grammatical constructions; ^!
and finally, we'll try to estimate the good and bad effects
of newspaper headlines on English.
The search for a short word ±s often a wide one. Here's
ji
a head that reads, "e:^UARD' ±L,^l\S PETE AT EivifiRE STATE. "^^ The :
writer of this head borrowed a J^'rench word, fete
,
meaning
|
"feast." Actually, of course, feast is not meant here at all,
but fete is a much shorter word than celebration or even
party
,
and the assumption is that the truth will come out in
the text anyway,
other words are picked up from the slang of various
groups. Students long ago abbreviated this word in ordinary
\
I
speech, and it took a tabloid he?.dline writer to put it in
print. The head reads, "HUNTER PRUF WHAivMlED AXIS SALLY,
17 The Art of Jb'lain Talk, images 120-121
18 The iMew York Times
, J an, 30,1949, J:'age 33

KX-MZl SAYS. "19
The largest number of headline forms come from standard
English words which are used to put the idea over in some
sort of overv/orked metaphor.
! A very short time ago a rift meant : a fissure , a split
in a rock, unfortunately the word has only four letters, and
one letter is a slim i, so it was swiftly seized by the head-
line writers. The text under this next creation tells of a
disagreement which is causing dissension in the ranks of the
Republican party. But disagreement and dissension are long
words and rift fits perfectly. The head looks like this,
"(iOJr' RiPT liNDiCATSD m SGMUuL AID RAISE. "20 q^Yl±s particular
headline would be an excellent problem for a high school
grammar course. Every word in the head is used as more than
one part .of speech, it cannot be analyzed by classical
I
grammar rules.
The results of this strain for brevity are usually
far from humorous, but the adventures of this next headline
I
point up the funn^'- side. The head reads, "WEST i^ERiiii^ ivjA^OR
FuR ClTif Rule liM i^m state, "2'' The idea is clear enough to
I
us, because we realize that the word role has been taken over
I
from the theater to mean any sort of job or position. As we
19 ?he i^iew York Daily r^ews , Feb. 10,1949, I'age 10
20 The wew xork Times
,
Jan. ifc,1949, rage 45
=£1 .Dle^.-^axk Merald Tribune, i'eb. 9,1949 > -rage 22-

13
read the story we see that we ara correct. The story tells
of the mayor of '^'est Berlin who is applying for the same
Job in the state of '^est f>ermany which is being formed,
unfortunately, however, the makeup editor was behind in his
headlinese lesson and the article, with its head, appeared
on the amusement page of the Jierald Tribune
,
among the
theater notices.
Hap is another bit of slang which is useful when
heads ar^ to be written about crimes and their punishment,
xn this head, "miTCmum, xiiLA. DRAW 60 DAYS liM REEFER RAP, "22
rap is a noun meaning "punishment." As a verb it means
"to criticize or censure," except that it is shorter than
either of those two words and is therefore used more often.
A good example in the Daily wews reads, "CltAwDJjER HAJ::'S
'I'EUU' CnAROE IIJ DEGlSlUw."^^
The list of verbs like rap that have come into
common use simply because they are short is a long one.
Most of them are verbs made from nouns. As they stand today
they are overworked metaphors, i^ar meaning "prevent" was
a clever idea originally. I'he word suggested a heavy
timber or piece of iron fitted against a door to bar
intruders or to prevent them, from entering. iMOw, the effec-
tiveness of the metaphor has worn off and the word has
22 wew 3fork Daily Wews, Peb. 10,1949, -fage 3
23 Ibid.
,
rage 88
1
1

beoome a colorless substitiite for prevent as in, "KlGHT
SuOlALiSTS nAti KuiviE J^ACT TIE. "^4
So with bog. The picture of a horse , a man or a plan
of action caught in a bog was a striking one , and the metaphor
was clever for a time, wow the transition is complete and
i
instead of a metaphor we use bog as a verb to be substituted
for hinder . We even, as in this example, use this new verb
m the active voice although it's hardly possible to return to
i the floundering horse and decide who or what is actively "doing
;
the bogging," Although the expression has been sadly over-
1
worked, we might still say, "the peace talks bogged down," but
i| we could never, as in this example, say, "KUSSiAwS auG AuSTRiA
tAiaS."25
Another useful verb is curb , it came from the French
word for bend and was caught up early to describe a horse's
jaw chain. Sorm, it bebame possible to "curb" a horse by the
il use of the curb. An extension of meanin^'" pennitted a Curb -
stone to j^eej) carriages out in the street where they belong
and the shorteninf^ to "curb" was inevitable. All of these
changes took place without the help of the newspapers. Curb
really came into its own when someone re'^lized that it con-
tained only four letters, unce the fact became known there
was no limit to what could be done, instead of metaphoric
24 The iMew York Times, iviarch 5, 1949, I'age 1
25 i^ew York T^gjliv ^m^ws
,
H'^b. IQ. 1949. i-a^e 22

extension we had simple substitution of ourh for restrain
or limit whenever these or any similar words were required.
"Tien the city of Lisbon passed a restriction on the size and
number of billboards to be used, the wew York Times used
this headline: "ulStsuiM CJuRbS HTSrL^YS,"^^
here's another source for short headline words, ^x'his
time we select a conmion noim, preferably with only tnree
letters , We then turn this nown into a verb and we have a
valuable little ^aager available when genuine verbs will
not fit. uuok at is a difficult expression to headline
writers because it contains two words. The Prencn verb
regarde
r
has given us regard, but even this six letter word
is too long, iviore exact v-ords such as: examine, survey,
observe, watch^ are too long to be useful and anjrway the
beauty of a new word is that we can make it mean exactly what
we wish by always using it the same way.
The noun eye was picked up hj the headline writers to
fill in for "loov for." "Sye has even been molded to mean
"regard suspiciously or covetously." i^jotice how well eyes
fits into this next example ard try to replace it with
another expression which conveys the idea with anything
approaching the brevity: "u.8. EYES (iKAxw Dj.i:' SrSOuiATuKS. "^7
26 The i\ew xork Times, dan, 30, 1949, I'age 18
27 i^ew York Daily imcws
,
H'eb. 10, 1949, Jr'a^^e 2

m this example , the verb is formed from the instDTu-
ment of the action (eyesj to mean the action itself (look
at). Occasionally there is an opportimit;/ to work from the
|
other end. ^"e start with a no\ n which is the result of an
action and we use this noun as a verb to mean action. j'
Here's an example: when birds come together they form a
\
flock. The use of flock then, to mean "gather" or "come I
together" is very natural. Again the metaphor was striking
at first, and it still brings a picture to the mind of the
reader, but if we are to learn from other instances we must
realize that overuse will soon strip the expression of its
effectiveness, m its present form, the verb usually looks '
like this: "VULUiMTEERS FLOCK TO Lix^m RY DRlVE."^®
Verbs which involve some sort of intellectual or
emotional activity are especially difficult to compress.
iMOtables are continuously saying good or bad things about
other persons or their actions, if he says something
derogatory an ordinary writer miglit say that he criticizes, !
condemns, reproaches, admonished, or denounces this other
fellow according to the sense intended; but the headline
writer can use none of these words simply because they do
not fit into the allotted space, if he is fortimate toe
may find room for the overworked word, assails , as in,
28 The i^ew york Times
,
Jan. 3u, 1949, i'age 52

"BETAI^Cu rRT HERE, ASSAiLS iViSj^lDSZEiMT^ ' S CuWViGTluiM".29 xhe
word is poorly chosen because it is over- emphasis . To assail
a person originally, meant to set upon him or to assault him
^assail and assault are closely related), and its use here
suggests something more violent than is intended.
m practic3 assails is too long a word and the more
comiron substitute is the tiny powerhouse
,
hits . un another
page in the same newspaper we find the same act which was
assailed by -i^etancourt being hit by Bela lialassa, acting
Consul r^eneral in iMew York. .The front page lead story is
j
headed by: " 9 QUIT HUiMGARlArJ CUJ\lSUL PUSTS , jr-RUTSST GARDlML'S
' LiPE SEiNTElMGE; CUI^SuL GSJMERAL HERE hlTS REDS. "50
j
On the other hand, when something good is said, the
' headline writer is again cramped for the suitable word. He
cannot say that A commends applauds, or compliments B because
these words take up too much room, j-raise is a good substi-
;
tute which fits most needs but even praise is sometimes too
( long and the ij?.tin root laud is used instead. The word is not
i common in speech and ^?;ives a reader the feeling that he is
j
reading a strange language but it is short and it is commonly
I used. Here's a recent example: "OAPTAllM lAuDS EDITH ROGERS^ "5''
29i^ew York Herald Tribune, i'eb. 9, 1949, Page 15
30lbid., page 1
3lHoston Da ily Record
,
March 25, 1949, Page 1

r'jost of the rest of the verbs coined by the headline
writers have a ooraplioated history, too; but the story is
always the same. A short word cannot hide from these
scavengers simply because it is unGcsminon or foreign or because
it belongs to the jargon of a particular group. These little
i
words come from slang or science or they are extensions of
other words.
iviount is one of the extensions, it was a noun way
back in the Anglo-Saxon, meaning, as it does today, a hill
or mountain, -i'he verb came next to indicate the climbing
up a hill or mountain or even a horse. Finally, as a
result of its brevity, it has become coimnon, along with '
climb, to mean "increase." That's the meaning intended here
\
as we read, "RR ixAYOPPS iviOUiMT CUAL CRlSlS."52
A common expression in American slang fias taken on
new respectability in this head, it reads, "HOUSE OkAYS
U.S. i-RuTEST PuR CARDlMi.."53 There must have been space
to spare here. The ordinary slang expression uses the
initials so that here we have one of the few instances of I
headline usage that expands a word as it takes it over instead
of compressing it. Jr'erhaps the writer feared using two
abbreviations in the same line, m any case, of course, I
32 Boston Daily Record, narch 16, 1949, I'age 2
33 iNew York Daily JNews , Feb. 10, 1949, Jr'age 3

either okays or uk^s is shorter than approves , which would
be the ordinary English word.
The "unfortunate result of this playing witl' words
is that some words become tied up with these special head-
line meaninf^s; they lose their original meanings and
replace perfectly good words which are driven out only
because they happen to contain too many letters.
uust was once common only in legal terminology, it
was usually 'found in the form of an "ouster", meaning a le-
gal eviction. i\iow the verb, to oust
,
is very common and
it has usurped most of the duties of the more usual English
words. The simple expression is simply "turn out," but two
words take up extra space. Space is only part of the
question here, though. The words evict or eject are almost
as short as oust but hhey are less often used in newspapers.
iMotioe the definite journalistic tone in these two head-
lines: •"Sjr'SLLiViAiM SAYS OUST RSDS iw GOVSRiMiviEiMT"-^ and
"HUNGARY OUSTS U.S. AlD AS liSixPEH OP AwTl kEDS."^^
Headline writers have developed oust as a word valuable
only because of its brevity and used on^.y in heads, and
they have given it a special journalistic meaning.
The danger here is a very real one. newspapers are
34 new York Daily iMews , J^-eb. 10, 1949, rage 48
35 ibid.
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using words that are not ooinmon in the language outside of
journalism. They are craating a langu^age of their ov;n
which can perhaps "be called "headlinese . " There are already
a great many distinctions which separate newspaper English,
especially headline i'nglish, from the standard language.
Even the many difficulties under which newsp^ ers are turned
out are not enough to justify a special dialect.
Taloott Williams56 warns that "The daily risk of
newspapers and the individual newspaper is that it will have
an editorial dialect of its own," and that, "reporting mil
become reportese." Headlines are even more likely to
develop peculiarities of their own. They are written by a
relatively small group of men urder similar requirements i
of brevity and compression. . i
Trade terms have contributed some gems to the
headline writer's list of brief words. The instrument ;'
which a surgeon uses to poke around in a wound or ulcer is
known as a probe. A five- letter ivord with such possibilities
could not long be overlooked and soon any examination
became a "probe .
"
The final development made the word •:;>robe into a
verb with very sinister connotations, jjike most of the
other extensions , the idea vsls a good one , but , also like
36 Quoted b^- grander Matthews in Essays on English
,
i^age 135

ffost of the otners , overuse suun kil3s the metaphor. A
perfect example of the modern use of the word appears as,
une vrriter, at least, thinks that the continuous use
of this has far-reachin/^ effects, i-ie says:
|i
1 am morallj'' certain that probes would not be so
I'Tiportant a part of the activities of our government
if the headline writers had not discovered that word,
reople generally do not become excited 9.bout a thing
called an investigation
,
or inquiry
,
a hearing
,
or
whatever other name such an interrogatory affair might
be called by. But a probe is an interesting thing.
The prober spends his time thinking up new probes
,
so
that he can get into the newspapers , which seek what
is interesting, ?.nd play up the probe, and the headlines^
These few "'ords h-^ve been chosen because thez^ illus-
trate clear sources of headline words and because they |i
demonstrate some of the dangers of "headlinese . " There
are more, r^any many more, words which have not been mentioned.
This list of headline terms with some of the standard Eng-
i
lish words whic'^ they replace is incomplete
,
but it conve^^'s
some idea o" just hovj far this effect on the language has
gone. Jj'irst , the nonns:
ace = capable in a particular field ican apply to any-
thing from an aviator to a baby doctor.;
aid * assistance or even an assistant ^usually aidej
balm = compensation of any kind (but especially "love-
balm" - alimony or breach of x^romise payment.;
37 i>lew York Dail^^ _News, Peb. 10, 1949, Jr'age 48
38 Hamilton uwens , in the Bookman's column. Ex Libris
,
Baltimore Evening Sun, June 16, 1923.

ban = any prohibition [ a good Anglo-Saxon word that is
unhappily overworked.;
blast =t explosion { should refer only to the sudden gust
of wind from the explosion, )
bloc = any group united for any cause ( why did we drop
the is.?)
bout = any contest or battle.
chief = any leader i from mdian to P.D.R.)
cleric = minister, priest or more general^ clergyman,
crash = collision ^there are fewer collisions every day,;
(Used to be used for the noise of a collision,
;
drive = any concerted public effort.
edict = command, order, injunction, proclamation, etc,
envoy = any sort of international government agent
^ambassador is too long.;
gain = any sort of progress or acquisition.
head = used when chief wont fit,
Mecca = any center of interest ^ despite the troublesome
capital M, )
pact = any form of treaty or agreement,
plea = request, petition, application or appeal
(from law;.
quiz = an inquiry or investigation,
row = any sort of dispute (the slang word was originally^
rowdydow, imitating the noise of a disturbance.;
slate = plan of action, agenda, program, or list
(from the little red school house.;
snag = any interruption, difficulty or impediment
(also used as an intransitive verb,;
solon = any member of a law-making body.

talk = any discussion or conference.
'toll = the harmful outcome or result of any action;
(especially the number of deaths, uriginal
meaning was a tax or tribute and thus , the price
.
;
Many of these words are also used as verbs without any
change in form (ban, gain, quiz etcj but besides these there
are many verbs v/hich have been concocted for headline use.
Mere are a few:
to air = to disclose, to expose.
to back = to support \with energy or money,;
to balk = to hesitate before acting or to refuse to do
anything at all.
to bare = to reveal anything from shoulders to the con-
tents of a treaty.
to best = to gain an advantage over.
|!
to cite = to name or point out.
.
to comb = to search (especially in the sense of combing
a city to find a fugitive or in the woods for
a lost child. )
to cut = to decrease (e.g. to cut expenditures.)
;
.
.
j
to flay = to chastise (from the instrument used to threshi,
grain. ; jl
||
to lure = to entice (from the gadget used in fishing. ;
|j
to map = to plan or to schedule (like slate but shorter.)!
to nab = to apprehend (from cant of criminals.)
to net = to obtain or receive as a final result ^from
finance
.
y
to quash = to defeat ur put an end to (from law;
to quit = to leave or abandon.

to raze = to destroy, to lay level with the ground.
to score = to criticize or to char'^e (archaic;
to see = to foresee ("Dewey sees easy victory,")
to slate = to schedule (but map ip shorter.
;
to slay = to kill (used for elegant effect.;
to speed = to hurry or to speed up.
to spike = to put a stop to ^especially a rumor.
J
to spur = to speed up or goad on.
to vie = to contend (with.
;
to void = to make void.
This is the list and it still is not complete. The
words come from every conceivable source. A large number of
them are used, without change, as both verbs and nouns and
all of them are used in situations where the^'' would never
appear but for their brevity.
These are the pieces of puzzle which the headline
writer must solve. ±n his battle for expression in the short-
est space he must first choose the correct pieces and then
he must put them together so as to complete the design. ±n
putting them together he mangles the ordinary rules of gram-
mar and warps the language even more than by his choice of
words
•
39 J^'or a list of one hundred more of these headline
words see Maurice wicklin bcribes Seek bnappy
Synon^nns in American Speech, December, 1 930.

CHA.PTER 111
hEADLlJNIES ARE GHAMGli^G EWGLlSH GRAMViAR l'
The very forming of the words used by the copyreaders
violates all of the ordinary rules. Many of the headline words,
as we have seen, have more than one function. They jump from
one part of speech to another and seem to defy the ordinary
systems of classification.
Bodmer states this simple fact and f^ives a fevi examples:
Headline idiom breaks through all the functional fences
which schoolbooks put up around the parts of speecli. Thus
iESTERDAy'S ivjARRIAGE up treiRESS Tu liOUi^GE lilZARD means
exactly the same as the more prosaic statement that an
he ire s s marr i 3d a lounge lizard yesterday ; and SUDLEF"
DEATH -jF flCIT^QtrAL) fJHlEi*' Is just another way of announcing,,
the sad news that a vice squad chief died suddenly. 40
une of the ways by which headlines break through "all
the functional fences which schoolbooks put up around the I
parts of speech" is by making short, snappy verbs out of nouns.
Critics of newspapers are very bitter in their claims that |l
newspaper writing is killing English by this practice , but ||
pedants have never had a strong influence in preventing change
in the language and, as a matter of fact, in this case the
critics are quite mistaken.
r
I;
Making verbs from nouns is not a new trick of the
newspapers, it's an old peculiarity of English which has kept
40 The Loom of language
,
Page 118
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the languase always new and flexible. Brauder matthews calls
this peculiarity'" "the immemorial privilege of making a verb
out of a noun, a privilege which is one of the most precious
possessions of our English speech,"^''
uccasionally , some sort of affix is attached before or
. after the word to indicate that it is being used as a verb.
Thus to hospitalize means "to put in a hospital," to legalize
means "to make legal," to beautify means "to make beautiful,"
and to delouse means "to remove the lice." usually, though,
the word is unchanged in form. "To give service to" becomes
to service , "to drive an auto" becomes to auto , "to use a
telephone" becomes to telephone or to phone
,
"to walk on tip-
toe" becomes to tiptoe
,
etc.
Very early changes similar to these in the language,
were, t£ house meaning "to provide with a house" (old English)
and to waltz meaning "to dance t'he waltz" (1790), The im-
portant consideration in these v/ords is the choice of levels
of respectability. These verbs from nouns usually arise in
non-literary groups, it is- the duty of the newspaperman to i
select the words that he considers to be valuable and to
jj
reject those that show no promise of brightening the language,
' There is also the matter of selection of the proper time.
Words should not reach print until they are familiar enough
41 Assays on English, Jr^age 44

in speech to be reoognized by the readers.
Another group of these verbs-from-nouns consists of
picturesque changes of meaning, to fire and to can (both
meaning "to dismiss"), to star (in a moving picture perhaps),
and to neck (very picturesque; are representative examples
of this group.
There is one verb, which was made from a noun before
1929 , that deserves special attentiQn. The verb is to
contact meaning "to make contact with." The word was met
with a furious attack by the purists who said, as late as
1939, that it "does not exist in reputable En.^lish."42
But the word was used by the Jr^ritish Army during the
last war despite strong opposition in England, 43 and in
this country there is no question but that it is to stay,
ir^rists may complain, but there is sturdy historical prece-
dent for the forming of noims from verbs, and the most
ardent of the purists cannot supply a "reputable English"
word that is an adequate substitute.
At least one student of language thinks that this
particular word filled a specific need at a definite period
in history and that the word iiilloe less often used as the
period passes. W. Cabell (Jreet points out the full story
of contact when he says:
42i.ondon Times iiiterary Supplement, Jill the Ripper y
,
April 157^^3^
-43n.il, Mencken, The Amer. languafre; Supp. ±, Page 384

iv.iany Americans of the interbelligerent period felt
that oontaot supplied a lively'' and energetic metaphor,
as indeed it does, and the word was grossly overused.
Extremes of fashion bring their own corrective , and
contact, the great word of the era of sales promotion
and consolidation is retiriii°r to its rightful place,
as the salesmen themselves, poor fellows, turn to other
occupations, une may question whether peace and pros-
perity will return with or without this word, once
magical, the 'Sesame' of le temps perdu . 44
There's the testimony that words are created to fill
needs. There is no criticism that is important enough to
hold up the language when it is necessary for the language
to fulfill a new function.
Again we throw the ball back to the critics and find
them not ready. English is flexible enough to bend or
stretch when a new concept appears that requires expression.
The word contact is necessary to convey a new idea and
since it fills a need it needs no further justification;
but in this instance, as in many others, the new word is
justified functionally and historicalli''.
The list of headline words that are used as both
verbs and nouns is a long one. A fev/ should be enough to
prove the point, i^otice, for example, ban
,
probe
,
gain
,
and quiz mentioned in the last chapter, and also: rap , head
(meaning "to be the leader of"), plea
,
end, charge
,
slate
,
etc.
44 iMOte in Eric Patridge's book, usage and Abusage
,
irage 95
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jNOuns and verbs are often used interohan.^eably and
so, very often, are adjectives and adverbs, i^any English
adveros are used without their characteristic -ly ending.
They lost the endin'Ts in the Anglo-Saxon or middle English
periods. H'ast is one of those old adverbs and its influence
on the newer slow is interest in«=f. The use of slow where
slowly would be indicated is very common in speech and it
is not uncommon in hasty writing, ii'xamples of confusion
between adjective and adverb can be found in the uible , in
Shakespeare , and the I'^ritin'^s of any of the modern authors
who attem-pt to be realistic. Expressions like "he done
himself proud" are regular in speech and "he was wounded
very bad" and "he snjre needed a drink" sound familiar along
with the cmmmand, "come quick."
The problem, is not an im.portant one for journalists
outside of the headlines. The rule is simple, and most
reporters make the two extra strokes on the typewriter,
but in the headlines the dropping of the -ly is usual,
Jiesides using an adjective, without change, as an
adverb, it is also possible, sometimes, to make a collective
noun of one. n. W. Fowler, one of the great British
grammarians, describes the process:
Jerkies s gives another example of how the newspaper
headline is affecting the language, "^e have all knovm
'the unemployed' as long as we can remember, but un-
employed fills up a good deal of headline; something
shorter is wanted, so w-rkless is invented for the need.
±5ut, secondly, workless by itself is shorter than the

workless so workless is turned from the adjective into
an Indeclinable plural noun all to make possible such
gems as: KEiNT WORKLESS TU SEE PREMIER — 'I'U AID
WURK3RS.45
Another of Fowler's criticisms of the headlines con-
||
cams the use of the 's possessive with inanimate objects. |'
1
Powler is aware of the saving of headline space , but he screams
against the practise in the story itself, he quotes the head,
"Ui^TARiU'S PRllVlE MliUSTER" and regrets thar it cannot read, j
"PRilviE MINISTER OP OWTARiU," but his more important concern
is the careless use of this construction "in the ordinary
garb of lower-case text."^^
j,
The spread of headline tricks into ordinary copy will
be discussed in the next chapter.
If the spread of some of these customs were all a result
of headline usage there would be cause for worry, but actual-
ly many of the headline idioms are simplifications and they
have the approval of the common people who speak the language.
The headline writer is aware of the speed with which
today's newspaper is read and he has a few tricks which convey
the spirit of the head to the readers quickly. His idea is to
convey the maximum meaning and emotion in a minimum of space.
One method is the use of startling words , which are valuable
at least until the words become hackneyed. Harold Rockwell
45 Modern English Usage
,
Page 734
46 Ibid.
,
Page 537
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explains the situation this way;
Hemmed in by many restrictions and ever seeking a way
out, the copyreader, in aduition to his constant use of .
short words, his peculiwr pnrasing, his bizarre syntax
and his lopping off of all ur.nece ssary sentence ;Tierabers,
has adopted, v^henever possible, words which not only
express the ineaning which he wished to convey but also
connote the quality of the sound. He believes that
,
''crash** or "smash" will signify :iiore to the reader than
I'dccident. " 3o with "slash," "flee," "hurtle, «« "hurl,"
1 ^plunge," "raai," and "spike. "47
Mr. Rockwell has come upon something here wnich severe
critics of headlii^e English do not often see. He realizes
that headline writers .r.ake no claim for honors in English
grammar; they claim only to get across an idea in the shortest
possible spuce c.nd tuey c^re , in ^eneral, successful.
I
The only limit to the liberties taken by headline
writers is tne limit of absurdity. Beyond thia limit, the
xieadline writer sounds ridiculous and instead of startling
the reader with the subject of the nead ne startles him with
,
the absurdity of tne form. Variety , of course, has long
li
prided itself in its use of strange language and doubly strange
li
headlines, but the ordinary .American newspaper aims at clarity
ii
: ratner than mystery.
Irwin Cobb,"*^ in one of his tales of newspaper life,
once told of an editor who "thought in head-lines."
i!
47 American Speech, Vol. II, Page 141, Dec, 1926
48 (Quoted in Brander ISatthews, Essays on English ,
Page 13^.

He found that he was , therefore , "drawn to individuals i
with sho2rt names and instinctively disliked individual^
[
with long names."
The story is a bit of fiction, but it is not difficult
to ir^agine such an editor putting the heads on some of our
tabloids. The headline writer scans his dictionary and
||
works his imagination to death trying to discover new short
words that can convey an idea. A celebrity with a short
name must indeed be received as a gift from heaven.
iiesides the games which v/riters play in order to ij
locate brief tools of their trade there are grammatical
j|
devices, used almost unknowingly, that have important impli-
cations.
Une grammatical device is the omission of the subject
in order to shorten the sentences. ±n standard English the
second person subject is usuail^^ omitted in commands such
as, "(You,) l^lease open the door," but headline writers omit
the subject in the third person, too, and force the reader
to go into the story in order to discover Just who is doing
the action.
usually this device is harmless. There is nothing
terribly wrong with "DRUTiMS HSRSELJ?' 'JO AVOiD dAii.,"^^ but
the avoidance of mention of the actor can sometimes lead to
49 -New York Daily wews, Feb. 10, 1949, rage 28

concealment of source. "nlTS BUTTER ACJTluw"50 implies that
something is wromg in the butter situation while actually
careful readin*^ of the article shows that the source (the man
who did the "hitting" ) was not qualified to give an accurate
estimate of the situation.
Here are a few more examples of this omission of
subject: (These are harmless instances, but the lack of
clarity in this type of head makes them all undesirable. A
head should tell a story, not detailed, but complete; heads
without subjects are incompleted "hAlLS POSSIBILITIES OP
POuD PROM WOOD" 51 is useless until we know who is doin? the
"hailing." Hail, by the way, is an excellent word to replace
the longer acclaim, it's another metaphorical extension and
again it is a very natural one.
it is interesting to note also that headline writers
are quick to use slang if it suits their purpose, i^jab has
been picked up from vulgar speech because of its brevity*
Actually the word has been in the language for at least a
thousand years, but it is now coming into use only because
it has three letters. ±t is used without a subject in, "imAB
RAIL uPPiGlALS OiM RED SniPiviEwTS . "52
50 wew York Daily J^ews
,
Peb. 10, 1949, rage 43
51 i^ew York Times, Jan. 30, 1949, rage 19
52 Wew York Daily JNews, Peb. 10, 1949, i-afee 50

Another verb made from a noun turns up in this list
of heads needing subjects. The noun is name, and the verb
means "To nominate" or "to designate by name. "53 i\|otice the
absence of the connectives, too, in, "NAME JESSOP ROVING
EiMVUY."54
The passive voice is another method by which the
headline writer avoids mention of the true subject of the
sentence. Passive constructions, despite their weakness,
I
are very common in newspaper reporting. ±n the writing of
the story they are evidence of poor style because they supply
no action, but in the heads the passive voice usually means
the omission altogether of the subject. Again the completeness
of the thought is often sacrific^^d and the head loses
authority.
iiOok at this New York Times 33 headline: "ULSTER VOTING
ASSAIIEDo" In the first place, as we noted before, the word
assail is an unusual one ; but more
,
we may ask v;hether there
is any other form that might reveal that '^the statement , .which
is the subject of the story^ was made by DeValera.
Again some of the instances are perfectly harmless,
but when we read that something is "charged" or "urged" then,
I
the passive voice as used in headlines is incomplete and even
53 Webster's New international Pictionary
54 New York Paily News
,
Feb. 10, 1949, page 18
55 The New York Times, dan. 30, 1949, page 4

misleading. The passive voice is a space saver, but v:hen state
merits are made that are newsworthy enoup:h to appear in print
it seems unfortunate that headline writers
,
through space
restrictions or force of habit, omit the identity of the
speaker and write, " f'ERlL TU U.W. SEEN iJ^ ATLANTIC PACT. "56
upinlons are delivered as almost fact in this construc-
tion and comments are emphasized without reference to the
commenter,
MOW about "BRITISH STEP HELD ISRAEL GAlW iW U.i^j."57 or
"ROAD REPAIR WOW IS URGED OW STATES" or even the brief
"CREW'S MUTII^^ CHARGED? "5^ These are all examples of a bad
practica. Perhaps it can be blamed on the mechanical limita-
tion or perhaps it could be avoided with a little effort. The
grammar of these neat constmctions is complicated even more
by the omission of a form of the auxiliary verb "to be."
Even in the passive voice these heads ought to read, "Peril
to U.J5J. is seen in Atlantic pact," "Crew's mutiny was charged,
etc.
headline writers re.gularlj^ omit the verb "to be"
whenever they need the space and, despite the wailing of the
purists, nothing of value is lost, umission of the copula.
56 The wew york Times Jan. 30, 1949, page 9
57 The IMew York Times Jan. 30, 1949, page 3
58 The New York Times Jan. 30, 1949, page 32
59 The wew York Times Jan. 30, 1949, page 18

the verb that links the subject with the predicate , vas
common in uld English and is more common in informal speech
today. "Everything in good order" is a common expression
which is representative of these old sentences,^^ if'ormal
literary English would require 'everything is in good order,
but the former expression is the usual one in military
inspection reports. The early users of the langaage reasoned
that the placing of the subject i" Everything") next to the
comment which is being made about it ^"in good order"; was
sufficient, and most headline writers follow the practioo!
in order to save space.
Rudolph ^'lesch compares this construction to Chinese.
tie speaks of language as an assembly- line process and says
that, "Articles have no place in an assembly-line language,
weitner has the verb to be wherever it is just filling the
space between subject and predicate." Mis comment on full
and empty words and their application in headlines deserves
to be quoted:
You have to think this thing through to really under-
stand what it means. You have to imagine where there is
a difference between full and empty words but no other
distinction between words. The Chinese never Heard
about nouns , verbs , and adjectives, 'i'o them, a word is
just a word, and you use it where it fits in and makes
sense, if a Chinese says £iun shine , he may mean
sunshine
,
or The sun is shining
,
or The sun is bright
and shiny
, ur, to be more exact, he doesn't mean any
60 fSee Gteorge u. Curme
,
i^arts of Speech and
Accidence page 66

of these things, because his language does't work that
way; ,he means that the sun i subject; has something to do
with shine (predicate;, and that's all. You may under-
stand me better if i give two examples in 3nglish where
a word has a meaning regardless of its grammatical
function, if you say: "^ot jour hair cut'r" you don't
think or care whether the word cut is a noun, a verb,
j
or an adjective, neither does the fellow v^ho had, or I
had not, his hair cut. Still, both of you know what you !
are talking about. ±n the same way, if you read a headlirjie
THE AXIS SPLIT, you don't care about the grarmnatical
function of split, but you are not in doubt what it means,
i^ow . imagine ,' if ' you can, a language that consists only of'
words like cut or split in these examples, and you will
get some notion about Chinese."" , .
I
Examples of i'lesch's "headline Chinese" can be found
j
every day in almost every metropolitan newspaper, here are
two from an issue of the wew York I'ime
s
. une shows the sub-
'
ject in apposition with a present participle, 'i'he head reads^^
"iilPE SpAi^ iwORSASliNG, " There certainly is no confusion as
to the meaning of this head even though the auxiliary verb
|
is is missing. !
The other example is even closer to the Chinese, it v
63 !l
reads, "FOUR DEAD iW PRIVATE PLArJE." Here four is used
j
as a pronoun meaning "four persons',' and the predicate
adjective, dead
,
follows it and conveys the idea v/ithout
j
benefit of a linking verb. •
The Wew York Daily JMews
, 1 believe, violates the ru.les
61 The Art of Plain Talk, pages 14-15
62 The i\iew York Times
,
Jan. 30, 1949, page 34
63 The Wew York Ti-ies , dan. 30, 1949, page 42

by going too far. Daily iMews heads often onit the verb to be
in sentences that have a compound predicate. The connection
between the subject and a predicate that immediately follows
it can be made without a cupula, but where there are two
|j
predicate adjectives the construction is clumsy and confusing !
without the benefit of the connecting verb, une example of
this type of head reads, "AlDiJ^r> OEREriRAL ViCTiiv.S -bUTH
LA±5uRiUUS Ai^D EXPEl\iSiVE . "^'^ in this instance the is between
victims and both is very necessary and its absence makes the
lead almost unintelligible.
Even the Christian Science monitor omits the verb, in
some instance s^ with the past participle. Also we have one of the
the typesetting substitutes for and . Here the dash is used.
Another substitute is the comma. The headline reads,
"U.S.- RUSSIA LOOK hURJMS IN STRUGGLE FOR NORWAY; LANGB SET
TO SEE AGHSS0N,"^5 mj^g absence of the is between JUAI^GE and
SET does not bother us but it does bother some purists.
The modem headline usually omits the articles, a, an
,
and the
,
too, m the last head, for example "The struggle
for i\iorway" would be the usual literary form. The loss of the
article here is not felt at all. The only restriction that
must be observed in the omission of articles is the careful
64 i^ew York Daily i^iews
,
Feb. 10, 1949, page 64
65 Christian Science Monitor, Feb. 7, 1949, page 1
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distinction, whenever necessary, between the indefinite a and
the definite the. usually, as in the example above, no ,
clarification is needed but sometimes the article is necessary.
Rudolph Plesch, the great proponent of simplified '!
language
,
ignores this danger as he compares the omission of
articles in headlines to iviodern ir^ersian. tie says: "Take, for
instance, iviodern jr-ersian which has done away with articles:
exactly the same simplification is being used today by our
headline writers who write RED ARi>'iY TAKES KIEV instead of
THE R3T3 ARlViY TAkES KiEV?^^
Even prepositions are commonly dropped in order to
make the line come out even. ±n "OuWPlDEiNGE VUTE GiYEl^l
iiEViSl'S Jr^OLlOY uw iSRAEL"^*^ the preposition to (or perhaps for;
is omitted after given. This head is also in the passive
voice; on is carelessly used to mean "concerning" or "towards;"
and the phrase , confidence vote ^ is an example of an attributive
noun, which will be discussed further along in this paper. :
narold Rockwell made an examination of headlines back
in 1926^^ and he discovered a few other devices of headline
writers which have not yet been mentioned here, but many of
the "syntactical tricks" that he mentions are not tricks at
all but simply the statement of the fact in the normal brief
jj
66 The Art of Jr'lain Talk
,
page 5
67 The Hartford Courant
,
Jan. 27, 1949, page 1
68 Headline words
,
American Speech, Yol. il, page I4I,
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talk of the street. He says that, "xii the prepositional
phrase he finds valuable aid." Truej But it is no trick
of newspaper headlines. The adaptability of "^Jnglish idiom
is the strength of the lanquage and it needs no apologies.
:
The word as, for example, oan be used meaning "while"
in "SGORS STAJND iiY AS HAi^if^R DlES liM CAii," or it oan carry
|
some of the sense of "since" or "because" as in "TRAi^JSPURT
]
iJAOrrAGE If^ TAXI AS OuiviPAJ^llES REPUS3 iT,"^^ m all of these
examples the meaning is clear enough, and headline^ rather
than waiping the language , are just following the simple
idiom.
The English infinitive can be used in many places to
mean "in order to" as in "flElRESS ELOPES TU vrSH LjCTUR" or
it can complete many 'English verbs, in phrases like " i^Ai'lllERS
SEEK TO ^or PLAN, WiSH ,TKY ,etc
.
; BUY LAimD. The little word \
to can also be used with the verb to be_ in order to indicate '
70 ^
a future tense in a head. "YESHIVA TU START BUiJJDliMG" ' mean^
that Yeshiva will, at some future time, staort building.
69 Eric ratridge in usage and Abusage
,
page 33
says that as in place of because is "grossly
overworked- by many writers who are apparently
enamoured of its brevity."
70 The New York Times, dan. 30, 1949, page 34
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I
Another trick is the use of at to mean "against." The
saving in space is a temptation, but it should oe resisted.
Eric Jr^atridge complains about the situation and gives an
j
example, he says: "at is bad, if not absolutely ungrammatical
,
for against, in the following from a newspaper placard, f^om the
jjaily Worker , i'eb. 6, 1938, 40,000 Jr'ROTEST AT POOD
fRICES:"'^''
Rockwell also speaks of the "of" phrase which, he says,
plays "a part in lightening the copyreader's burden and in
speeding him up in making 'that edition:*" The value of of
'
is that it can be used with a genitive function or it can
[I
express attributed qualities. Todays headlines, despite
'i
criticism . hy i?'owler and others , have gone beyond this point
now in bo .h uses. They use the _|_s construction for almost
i all genitives. Formerly, the genitive was used only with
persons, "Tiile we would write of"Mary Jane's husband," we
I
would write of "the problems of the city" ^not "the city's
;|
problems",) This practise in heads also seems to be a harmless
development as long as it stays up in the headlines where it
!
belongs.
!
! The other use of of has been cut down by the intrusion
of what is called an attributive noun. An attributive noun
I
in English is usually placed immediately before the noun
|
that it modifies.
|
71 Usage and Abusage
,
page 36
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An example would be "a brick house" meaning "a house of brick."
Headline jugglers, of course, take advantage of this con-
stinction because it saves them the space taken up by the
little word of, and the fury with which a few critics have
|
attacked the practice hasn't had any effect. Several examples
Of this construction have already been quoted in this paper.
ii
m the head "AIDING CSH3±5KAL PALSY VICTliviS ±5uTM liABURiuuS
|j
AwD EXPSi\SlVE" cerebral palsy is an attributive noun, jurists'
would prefer"AlDiIJG V^lCTiiViS UP GEKEBRAL FAhSl ." At
j;
least ten others have been quoted already in this paper, but
these few will suffice to illustrate the forms that the
attributive noun can take, "jjife span" means "Span of Life,"
"Austria talks" means "Talks about Austria," "Grain dip
speculators" is a triple phrase meaning "Speculators of dip !'
in grain prices," and "West ±5erlin mayor" means simply "Mayor
of West Berlin.
"
As we read the heads containing these phrases there
was no confusion or loss of clarity. The heads seemed com- I
pressed but they were not unintelligible . The attacks made I
against this particular construction are excellent examples
of the type of purist criticism that is forever nipping at
the heels of newspaper editors. Excerpts from one of the most
furious pieces of damnation are given here not because the
article itself is valuable but because the argiiment is so
ridiculous as to give heart to editors who are made to feel

inferior by reading criticisms or their style by learned
; critics
.
I
This essay, entitled "The attributive jMoun Becomes
Cancerous," was written by Steven T. Byington and was i)ublished
in American Spee ivir, Jiiyington attacks the practice, which
is almost as old as the language itself, of the attributive
;
noun, tie blames the practise on the headlines and he predict^
dire consequences indeed, ji^aul Revere covld not have warned '
of the approach of the Redcoats with more vigor than that
r which iviT. ijyington uses to warn us of the attributive noun.
Following tnls article vre shall read part of the reply by
I
the wise scholar H-eorge Curme and then we shall attempt oujt
li
own evaluation of the problem,
j
'i'he -first notes of alarm come in the opening paragraph
of Mr, iiyington's article:
j|
I
AiyiERj.aAN SPEECH has been founded just in time to
't
i
record the disappearance of the ^inglish language as here-
,
tofore known and its replacement hi^ a new language the
I
idioms of which are still to be formed, i do not say
ji that the process is complete ; but i shall show reasons
I for the belief that it is not only under way but bound
I
to go on to completion.
's After a comment on headlines as , "the most widely
|
read literature in America^j)" he goes on:
,
But the headlines have a trick of syntax that is per- '
haps even more a matter of routine with them than the
72 American Speech, Yol, ii
,
I'age 34, uct. , 1926

selection of the shortest word: they disfilace almost
every "of" by the attributive position of the noun.
ne gives some of the set phrases that have become
so common in newspaper writing, such as "death threat" for
"threat of death," etc. Then he gives an interesting ex-
ample and makes a distinction which is worthy of study, iie
says:
The iDOston rost , after conductiiqg a poll on styles,made
its headline "SMOCK MY ALL vVm, '.riRiiS iSAi" uncon-
cious that "smock day" should not mean "the day of
,
the smock" but a day devoted to smocks. |i
He is right , of course , but he is on shaky ground
when he speaks of what a phrase "should mean" without con-
:
sidering the simple fact that any sound or any mark on
||
piec3 of paper "means" whatever the listeners or readers
take it to mean, m this case there is little confusion,
because most readers of this -Boston Fost head understood ji
it with no trouble. Here we find our usual rule that shojrt-:
cu^s are permissable when they do not cause confusion in
the mind of the reader.
"The custom has spread outside of the headlines,"
writes nr. Hyington. ""/lien Taft was president i saw a i
dispatch which spoi:e of somebody as "a warm irinchot support'-
er and a pronounced i^allinger foe . " We can only imagine
heart , but the fact remains that m.ost newspaper readers
today would say "Dewey sup":->orter" rather than "supporter
how this discoveri'' must have pierced tp the author's

of Dewe35" and little is lost when this construction is used
in English.
une more example of the practice that so upsets ivor.
Byington is '^iven in this passage:
A manuscript of a pedagogical manual was recently
found to speak of "reading ability on the part of a
child." This did not mean ar^^thing else than the old-
fashioned "the child's ability to read."
Old- fashioned is right! "Reading ability" is snappier
shorter, and more effective than "the ability to read," and
the compact two-word form has a punch which is lost with the
injfinitive
.
The seriousness with which this particular critic
looks at the "conruption" from newspapers is shown in his
final papagraph, quoted here to illustrate the ridiculous
lim.its to which some persons go, still blinded to the real
meaning and purpose of languap:e . Here is the paragraph:
^ill this usage spread to the whole English-speaking
world , or will England and Australia stand by the old
language and shall we thus come to the often-predicted
cleavage of an English language and an America:: language
foreign to -Bach other? i do not see how the old fortress
is to be defended. Since the war the xiritish have shown
a surprising readiness to accept Americanisms; and this
particular Americanism, as we see from its spread among
ourselves, is as contagious as measles. That the new
usage spreads by print rather than by voice , that its
foci of infection are in the quarters to which the man
'^n the street looks for his standards of correctness
,
that it spreads from the literate to the unlettered and
not vice versa, all these things give it a prestige
which the leaderless masses are not likely to resist.
Its mechanical cause, the large- type headline, ha^ been
introduced in England, doubtless to remain; and, so far
as 1 know, when it was introduced there it was introduced
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with its forms, customs, and tendencies, it will be
a miracle if England does not surrender as we have sur-
rendered. 73
The reply by George Oliver Curme should stand as a
warning for all who fight against changes in the English
language. Jr^rofessor diJirme
,
with the authority of his posi-
tion as one of ^he greatest of American grammarians, defends
the construction and shows that intelligent scholarship and
a common sense feeling for word-symbals meet on a level
which pedantry cannot reach.
He writes:
After the appearance of the' article entitled "The
Attributive iMoun Becomes Cancerous" in AI/LERIGAN SP3SCH,
uctober JNumber 1926, p. 34, i had intended to call atten-
tion to the error on which this attack on Journalism
rests, but it seemed to me so self-evident that i decided
that it was unnecessary to say anything, tint recently
1 have talked with someone who took the charge as a
serious one, so that i feel i ought at least to say a
few words on the question.
Expressions such as "reading ability," "a warm l^inchot
supi)orter," etc., are not recent formations that have
arisen under the influence of the headlines in our news-
papers. They are as old as our language and very muc-x
older in fact. They arj old compounds that go back to
the time , when j.ndo- European was uninflected. The "^modi-
fying element always preceded. As there were no case
endings, word order v;as only means of indicating t. e
modifying word. ^Je still have a keen feeling for the
old construction, although we do not now write the
components of the compound together, m German, however,
the components are still ^^.ritten as one word, ± myself
admire very much the clever headlines in our newspapers,
and as a scholar i rejoice that this older life of our
language is so well understood by our newspapermen.
i:
73 Steven T. Byington, The Attributive i^oun .oecomes
Cancerous, American Speech, Vol. ±1, Jr^age 36-37,
uctober, 1926
.

Professor Curme concludes his article b^^ spying:
||
After reading the article , above referred to
,
mj
first thought T'as : ^e ou.prht to try to >.nderstand singlish
before we criticise it. 74
m his grammar of the English language, 75 u-eorge (j;.xme
gives one more argujnent in favor of the construction, tie
points out that the normal stress in .iJnglish comes at the
end of the phrase. xhe public and the headline i\'riters show ,
a feeling for this as thej'' mold the lar.guage to fit this cha- 1
ii
racteristic. Thus "West Berlin m.ayor" and "cerebral palsy
victims" put the emphasis on mayor and victims where it
belongs. The use of the attributive noun permits the stress
to fall naturally on the important noin rather than on the
modifier.
Thus, some of the so-called "Journalese'' that purists
object to is the reflection of the masses of people with an
infallible instinct for full expression. As long as newspapers
look to popular speech the3^ cannot go far wrong. The danger
in newspapers is usually on the side of elegant mangling of
the language rather than toward the vulgarity of popular speech.
''Tien hewspapers drift away from the comi^ion language they
74 (^eorge 0. Curme. Newspaper headlines
,
American Speech
,
vol. 17, Page 306, April,
75 Syntax, ^age 572. '|

fall Into a lingo of their own. "'hen grammarians are left
behind by the changes in language they .find themselves alone
and friendless and they cannot bring the language back. ±n
1922 the i^iew ifork newspapers were under severe criticism by
the purists because they flaunted some of the old mles of
grammar. The New York Sun replied to them all in a very
sensible editorial which read:
The excellent tribe of grammarians, the precisians and
all others who strive to be correct and correctors, have
as much power to prohibit a single word or phrase as a
gray squirrel has to put out urion with a flicker of its
tail."®
irramm-arlans have no power to mold the language and the
wisest of them realize their inefficacy, but newspapers have
limits too, and wise grammarians can define these limits,
nere are a few bits of headline grammar that have little
justification beyond that of brevity.
The absence of the little vjord to in an infinitive
when the verb calls for it is a poor bit of economy, una
such head reads, "HOUSE ASKS U.S. ACT JARDiML. "'^^'^ The
absence of to after "U.S." gives the whole head an artificial
sound. A subjunctive tone, which may be expressed as, "that
the U.S. may act, "is implied, but it was probably not intended
here. Constructions like this one can be used by skillful
76 Quoted by h« L. li'ienoken, The American iianguage
,
page. 473.
77 The JMew York Daily iMews , Feb. 10, 1949, page 1

authors to connote subtle distinction, but the headline v/riter
is in no position to make such precise shades of meaning
and he should avoid tinkering rith the languas^e , if possible.
The excuse, of couxse , is brevity a^ain, and perhaps the
|
difficulty is too slight to mention. Another head of the
same type reads, "SWEDEN, DSNl/lARK URrrE U.S. uKAY WURDIC PACT'.''^^
The exact meaning is not quite clear here .either, and the
omitted words are necessary to complete the thou.^ht.
The use of the comma in place of and as in this head,
j,
is very common. There is no value in the practiCB, but it '
does save space, and there Is usually'' no harm done, ir'roperly,!
however, there should be a comma also after the second element
lin this instance, after Denmark,; The omission of this
second comma is usually not important, but here is an interest-
ing example where the omission was disastrous;
A week after the marriage of Franklin Roosevelt.
,
or.
y
to F.lss Ethel dujr'ont , this headline appeared in a Wew York '
newspaper: "P.D. ROUSEVEIT ,dR,
,
JbRlDE AT CHERjsOURG." The
danger of the practise is obvious; another comma after .bRlDE \\
would have made the headline less embarassing.
The subjunctive in the last two heads illustrates the
difficulty that faces a headline writer \"/hen he has to worry
78 iMew ^ork Daily News
,
Eeb. 10, ly49, page 1

about tenses. The futiire tense, which would ordinarily be
expressed by shall or will
,
is especially bothersome, j?he
shall or will construction is too long and the other construc-
tions give the head a twist that is not intended. The
infinitive construction "John is to come to school tomorrow"
means more than "John will come to school tomorrow," and
when the auxiliary verb is left out, as in "john to come to
school tomonrow," we have a .cloudy consti-u.ction. This cloudy
construction is the usual one in headlines.
When the futiire time is not too far off, the regular
present tense is often used to give a feeling of timeliness.
This construction is common in morning newspapers where it is
used referring to events that will take place during the day.
"MRGAKST O'BRIEN ARRIVES BUSTUIJ TUDAY"79 was the head
over a story about a visit from Miss u'Brien expected during
the afternoon. The future tense is indicated but the proximity
of times seem.s to permit the use of the present,
[
The next daj'^'s head was even more presumptuous, it
spoke of some of ivdss u»i3rien's future plans as though they
|j
were accomplished facts and the head writer even went so far
as to predict the emotions of her audience, in an early
edition, delivered before breakfast we find, "hAPPY CHILDREN
SEE MARGARET AT HOSPITAL TODAY. "^^ Por my part, 1 should
79 Boston Globe, Feb. 25, 1949, page 1
80 Boston Globe
,
Feb. 26, 1949, page 1
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prefer "Margaret- plans to visit hospital today," but perhaps
I'm hard-hearted.
The difficulties into which the headline writer can
fall by his grammatical juggling are demonstrated in this
next head, it was a two-line banner head and it read, "tJUY'S
10 l^ARS AS CAl^TlVE STUiMS RUXBURY i\lEiGh±iuK3 . "^1 As a sir-->ple
sentence this head would be incoixect grammatically because the
subject (years J is plural and the verb (stuns; is singular,
mt , whether the author realized or not , this is not a simple
sentence as it stands. The copyv/riter did not mean that the
"years" stunned the "ne ighbors " he meant that the whole idea
of the boy's having been held captive for all this time stun-
ned the neighbors. The headline vrriter probably was not
aware of the complex structure which he was playing with, but
he wrote the head, and with a feeling for modern English idiom
I
he used the singular verb,'
Another difficulty always arises where the subjunctive
is brought into a headline. This confusion is an unavoidable
result of the status of the subjunctive mood in English, iviost
English subjunctives are expressed by the use of modal auxil-
iaries like may
,
might, could
,
and would. ^^^ould is a par-
;
ticularly difficult word because it has several distinct
81 Boston frlobe
, Peb. 26, 1949, page 1
82 iSoston -flobe
, March 1 5, 1949 , page 1
I,
I

I meanings according to its use in the sentence, it can indicate
the result of a condition ("if he fed his cat more often it
Ij
' would not be so himgry,") it can express wish or desire ("1
would rather go to wew York than to ±ioston,") it can indicate
continuous action in the past ("while we were in rjew York we
would stay out late at night and sleep till Moon,} or a future
I
subjunctive ( "i think that he would do it for you,")^^
i
! The entire issue is a very complicated one in English
grammar, and the word would is perhaps the most difficult
word in the language. Yet, newspapers use the word freely
in headlines where there is not nearly enough of the context
[.
to make the meaning clear, '^''his banner headline, for example,
appeared recently in the Jbuffalo 3ouri e
r
-Sxpre s
s
t "AHJViY WuuLD
j
(riVE UP RUiS irJ REIOH. "84
The meaning intended in this head is fairly obvious , but
there is a limit beyond which the headline writer cannot go
without without getting into deep water. "Army wants (or wishes
j
j
to give up rule in Reich" is too long, but "Army doesn't want
I
I
to rule Reich" is shorter, and certainly a clever copyreader
should be able to devise a dozen others without venturing into'
the 3;acred and mysterious land of the subjunctive. i
I
The copyreader has very few grammatical limitations other
83 Por an examination of standard English usage see
(George Ourne
,
Syntax
,
page 362-370
84 iiuffalo Gourier-Express
,
dan 30, 1949, page 1

than the use of the subjunctive. i"iost restrictions are a
matter of common sense , not grammar. Some newspapers require
that all heads be complete sentences , but there are many
exceptions to the rule and some of the exceptions prove that
the rule is unnecessary. Arbitrary rules are useless in the
business of writing headlines. Prank iiodEier throws out the i
rule about complete sentences and ^ives plenty of examples to
prove his point. He says:
i
if a sentence is a word sequence with a "verb" and a
j;
'feubject," an3'- issue of a daily paper shows that a cor-plete i
statement, request, direction, or question, sufficiently I
explicit for rapid reading, ne3d not be a sentence. The
following examples from the headlines are in lineage of
the Chartist plea: more pigs
,
less parsons:
GUiMTRuL ThKEAT TU EXPORT CUT'J^UW TRADE: i3US±iMESS AS USuAL
IIM SPITE UP WAR: CITY GHOlR OF SlREwS ALL liM HARlttUlMY
iMOW: Giili^ESE APPROVAL PUR U.S. OUWGRESS MUTlUJ^: ViULSl^T
DEIVJAWD PUR VlOE PURGE IW VALBDlCTURY SERiVlUN : WnlTES iW
CUiMGU Without SEWSE: IMU WEW OPPER PRUM IMAZI i^Alr'ULEOiN
:
MORE PROSPERITY LESS Jr^ETTliMG PLEA PROM LOCAL PULPIT: SHOP
WiWDOW S±LK UWDlES PROTEST PROM PRELATE: PERUVlAiM WOOLS
TRAJ^SPER TO WHITEHALL POOL: FREEDOM RADIO BROADCAST OP
PIRTH OP PORTH RAID: ALIENIST ATTACK Orj PEJNiTEWTlARY PoR
PAJMSY HOY: PLAiU WuRDS To AiMTl-PAiNTlE PARSOW.^5 ,
85 The Loom of ijangiiage
,
page 1 20

bodmer certainly has proved his point. These heads
are not complete sentences but they are complete ideas.
|
Headline grammar is on the borderline between literary
English and colloquial speech. The heads cannot reach the
ordinary levels of English writing because they are restricted
by time and space. They onit words and compress the ordinary ji
I
constructions , but when written \)y a man with an ear for '
language, they convey the idea that's wanted and they do it
with a vigor that is not usually found in fomal English. The
dangers have been demonstrated here
,
and some of the criticisms
have been exam-ined. Gopyreaders should fear obscurity or
confusion in their heads, but they need not worry about the
purists who complain that the language is being changed. As
long as headlines can easily be understood by all of the read-
l ers of a newspaper they are not far wrong and the new devices
1
that they use will be taken from the people rather than given
to them. '
1
Whe^n grammar refers to strict adherence to irules for
J
the rules' sake it is valueless and headline writers need not
fear criticism on this ground, but when grammar means regard
for the distinctions that make for precise shades of meaning
I then even the headline V(jriter is wise to take care.
jj
ji une of the difficult decisions for the copyreader comes'
whenever the word whether is indicated. The distinction
|i between if and whether is clear enough and it is a valuable
I
I,
I
one, but if is shorter and the temptation is great. Whether
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f
is the only correct word when there is a choice between two
actions. Sometimes the choice is between an action and the
"not-doing"of the action as in "I don't know whether i shall
go ^or not)." is used only in introducing a condition,
it can usualli'' be replaced by "provided that," as in "i shall
j
^,0 if {t)rovided that; it does not rain." i
The distinction is useful in making the exact meaning
[
clear, but it is being lost by the intrusion of if where
|
whether is called for. Headline writers have seized on this
laziness on the part of some writers to excuse their use of
j
the shorter word, une example should be enough to prove that
\
the distinction is worth keeping, m the sentence, "I asked
iviary to write me whether she is coming to visit us," we can
expect a letter from Mary in any case telling us of her
intentions; but in "1 asked Mary to write me if she is coming
to visit us" we can expect a letter only if iviary decides to i'
come
.
m this headline whether is intended, but if is used
in order to save space. The head reads, "SOVIET OALLS OiM
iMURWAY TO STATE IP ShE i^IAliS TO GiW. ALLIES BASES. "^6 Below
|
the headline, in the text, the reporter shows that he knows
better and we find, "Russia has asked .Mozn'^ay to declare
whether sh$ is joining the projected i^orth Atlantic pact
86 The (Washington; Sunday Star
,
dan. 30, 1949, page 1
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1
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This sort of grammatical error limits the complete free*
It
|l
dom of the headline on one side . un the other side the only-
limit is the vulgarity that can slip into any written language
that uses too many of the slang words and forms without selec-^
tion. Some critics, as we have discovered, have decided that
newspapers have already gone too far in changing the language.
A.11 agree that headlines are affected by changes in language; 1
some say that headlines cause changes in language; and some
of these call the changes bad and the headlines creators of
evil.
G. K. Chesterton puts the blame directly on American
newspapers when he says
:
This is one of the evils produced by that passion for
compression and compact information which possesses so
many ingenious minds in America. Everybody can see how
an entirely neiv system of grammar, syntax, and even
language has been invented to fit the brevity of headlines*
Such brevity, so far from being the soul,, of wit, is even
the death of meaning; and certainly the death of logic. 87
|
headlines are not endangering "meaning" and "logic" as
long as they are used logically and with an ear for meaning.
j|
This statement sounds ridiculous , but some critics find it I
difficult to understand. There are good and bad headlines,
\
just as there are good and bad critics, it is unfortunate
that the words in headlines have to be chosen because of the
li
Weekly (london;. May 2, 1931 l|

number of letters that the^'' contain rather than by the sphere
of meaning that has developed around them, it is a wonder
that there are so many copyreaders who can put m.eaning, and
lof^ic , and punch, into headlines without injiiring the language
despite the restrictions under which they work,
respite these difficulties copyreaders have managed
to come close to intelligible 'iJnglish in most instances, and
the criticisms that have been made here are remarkably few
considering the task of head writers. The mechanical restric-
tions prevent any great improvement in headline expression.
Harold Hockvvell states the present problem v-zell when
he writes:
-no copyreader, whether in imcw iork Oity or in i?'erris-
burg, Vermont, can wholly emancipate himself from the
writing of standardized heads and from the use of words
and expressions lon^ since grown decrepit from ovei-//ork.
At least , not as long as the newspaper headline remains
what it is today.
l^ossible systems for changing the set-up of modern
headlines are beyond this paper, but it is worth noting that
critics are talking into a void as long as they fail to real-
ize the problems that force the i«/riter of headlines to use his
language as he does, rerhaps less ambition to put everything
in the head might permit a more careful use of English, or
88 Harold E Rockwell, Headline Fords
,
American Speech,
Vol. il, page 141, December, 1926
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perhaps we would be wiser to recognize that headline 'English
is a special language. The best solution is somewhere be-
tween, it consists in packing the heads as fully as common
sense will permit without the use of 'headline ae,
"

CHAPTER IV
J\1E7/SPAERR STYLE BEi^UW THE HEAD
The headlines have a definite function and. the excuse
for the twisting of the lan^age that they cause is that the
' twisting is necessary because of mechanical limitations. '
Gopyreaders cannot write the heads altogether as they please.
They must fit their heads into a space , and the space is often
'i
[
small. We've noted some of the glaring faults, which should
be avoided whenever possible, but even without these avoidable
faults the headlines would not represent the best in En^^lish
writing.
I Critics who stop at the headlines are missing the obvi-
ous fact that the heads do not and cannot represent good Eng-
lish or even good newspaper English. Here's one critic, at ji
j
least, who does realize this, i^'rancis J?'. Beirne
,
writing
back in 1926
,
said:
j|
wo newspaper man would endeavor to plead that the more
garish form of headline is good English, ne might, however,
' with some justice argue that the headline is no more than
an advertisement , that it is as unfair to hold it up as an 'I
example of newspaper 'English as it woiild be to hold a nov- ||
j
elist responsible for the ynglish on the blurb on the slip-:
!
cover.
11
The important newspaper English is down in the copy. i
Mere, too, there are peculiarities that set newspaper English
i
89 Prancis P. Beirne
,
i^iewspaper English ,American Speech,;
vol. il, #8, uctober, 1926
||
II
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aside from the standard literary lan.pcuage . Some of these
peculiarities are the result of customs developed in newspaper
offices supposedly as the most effective method for telling
the story.
The tightly-packed lead is one of the most sacred of
the newspaper customs. The theory seems to be that newspaper
j
readers do not have time to read an entire story and therefore
they must be given all of the facts in a short paragraph,
I
which must consist of only one, ridiculously difficult, sen-
ji
j|
tence. The so^indness of this theory should be carefully exam-
ined. Americans are headline readers; "but once they decide,
from reading the head, that they want the facts, they v/ill read
the story until they discover the material they want. Spread-
ing the material over several sentences in a clear and well-
organized paragraph would, i think, make the story easier
rather than more difficult for the reader. The disadvantage '
of the jumble of facts caused by the full lead outweighs the
advantage of swift transfer of facts.
I'
jj
Dr. Henry 3radle3'- calls this trend in newspaper writing
"The modern journalistic craving for immediate intelligibility "90
I
Actually this "craving" takes .tvo forms, i^'irst , the reporter
stuffs all of the material into the lead sentence-paragraph;
i
then, he works his cumbersome sentence so that the most
90 Quoted by j?'owler in Modern 3nglish usage
,
page 732

important fact comes first within the sentence itself dis-
regarding customary word order.
Rudolph i^'lesch attacks only the first form in his fine
manual, ae solves the problem by breaking the long sentence
into several short, simple, declarative . sentences .. ne writes:
Similar in purpose to the raconteur- sentence is the news-
paper lead sentence. The reporter, following a hoary rule
i
of journalism, tries to get everything inpoirtant into the
first sentence so that the reader whose eyes happen to get
I
caiight by the headline
,
starts reading and cannot stop
until he knows the gist of the story. This system gets the
news down the reader's throat whether he wants it or not,
j|
but it makes newspaper reading a very unpleasant job. This':
is what you are likely to get with your breakfast:
The Termans have completed a mine belt three miles wide
along the west coast of Jutland in Denmark as part of their
invasion defenses, and preparations to meet the Anglo-
American onslaugh-i- from the west have been reviewed in
j^erlin where Adolf Hitler and if'ield Marshall ifen. Wilhelm
iieitel, chief of staff to the Supreme Command, met Jj'ield
Marshall u-en. Karl von Himdstedt , commander of the
i
ij
^ennacht in J?'rance . ||
ll
i
ur, translated from tapeworm English into plain language:
The f>ermans have com.pleted a mine belt three miles wide
[
along the west coast of outland in Uenmark. This is part
of their invasion defenses. Adolf Hitler, Field Marshall
'^n, ^^''^ilhelm itietel (chief of staff to the Supreme Command;,
j
and i?'ield Marshall lien. Karl von Rundstedt ^ commander of the
I
'Vehrm.acht in France ; met in lierlin. They reviewed prep- [
j
arations to meet the Anglo-American, onslaufrht from the
||
! west. 9^
II
I There's no question but that ivir. Plesch's form is easier
J
to read. And he has actually'' shortened the material by throw-
ing out the connectives and using separate senter.ces in tne
|
91 The Art of Jt'lain xaik, page 35

active voice, i can't i^ap^ine any reader who would |B;et more
out 01 the first version despite the newspaper theories. The
second form is more easily U2iderstood and it is more inviting
to any reader.
iviT. J?'lesch doesn't give a source, but he didn't have
to go far. Here's an ordinary lead from the JNew lork Times :
iii5L(iRADE, Jugoslavia, dan. 29 J^orba, official news-
paper of the ifugoslav Communist party disclosed today that
the propagandists of the Oommu^iist xnformation J^ureau in
mngary had been attempting to exploit the case of
Joseph Cardinal iviindszenty against the Yugoslav leaders
by hinting at a connection between the Yugoslav- Cominform
split and the Hungarian ir-rim.ate's supposed plans for the
restoration of a Catholic Danubian state under the nabs-
burg dynasty. 92
'i'his sentence , not an unusual one , is about the same
length as f'lesch's example. It is difficult to imagine a
defense for either of these monstrosities, especially on any
argument that they help the reader, isreaking down of the
first example made the material much simpler for any reader;
a similar break-dovm of the new York ^imes lead would also be
valuable.
creaking of these long sentences into several shorter
ones is only half of the solution, however. 'J.'>iere is not
only the tendency to move material into the first sentence;
there is also, as we have noted before, a tendency to pack
92 The I-'ew York Times, Jan. 30, 1949, -t'age 12

the first phrase of the sentence. The reason for this freak-
ish construction is even more obscure , but it is so common
that V'/e expect it as one of the prices that we must pay if
we are to ^et our rews from, the daily paper.
The favorite -"^ethod is the use cf the passive voice.
The sentence
,
"Tv^/o li"'-tle bo3'-s found a large sum of money in
a vacant lot this afternoon," would certainly be transposed
to read, "A large sum of ]^oney was found by two little boys
in a vacant lot this afternoon." Two v/ords have been added
and the result is not English, but the form, is very familiar
to r'-^aders of the newspapers. The idea is, apparentl^T" , that
the mention of money early in the stor^'' (we night even find
"money in a large sum was found --") will cause the reader
to read on into the story eagerl3^. is it too much to ask
that we use the headline for the attention- getter and stick
to English in the text?
3ven after the le-.d we find the same constructions,
m an arjnouncement in the Chjristian Science ronitor we find
that, "^reek, Polish, and Swedish steps will also be danced. "-
This sentence, quoted here in full, could only have come from
a newspaper; but tiere is no reason for a special lingo here,
Why not, "Students at the school will also dance '^reek.
93 The Christian Science ivionitor, Feb. 7, 1949, Page 2.

j^olish, and Swedish steps"? This sentence isn»t an example
of imaginative writing but at least it is clear and straight-
foiTward
.
!
Sometimes the reporter feels obliged to invert even the
ordinary passive voice order. This bit of juggling is espe-
I cially useful "hen the verb is shocking one. Here's an example]:
;| "Arrested with ivjitchum and j-'iiss Leeds were Robert ^'ord, real
jl estate de?ler, and dancer Vicki Svans."94 ^phe regular passive
;
voice order would have , "Robert Pord and Vicki Evans were
i arrested with r-itchum and iv.iss Leeds." An active voice version
Aould look something like, "Police arrested Robert i'-ord , real
I
estate dealer, and dancer Vicki iLvans." Perhaps this is too
I
much to nope for.
"'hese uses of the passive voice are not questions of
' grammar; they are matters of style. There are grammar problei^s
involved in the use of une passive, hovvever , that are not
j
uncoinrron in newspapers, ^ne is tne double passive. ^5 A sen-
I
tence that comes from automobile ad copy should be enough to
' demonstrate the danger. The sentence reads, "JMo greater thrill
can be hoped to be enjoyed." wo one thinks twice viho would . S
write such a sentence , Dut apparently some ad men do not think
twice
,
94 i^ew York Daily iMews
,
Peb. 10, 1949, page 3
95 See Powler, modern English usage, page 121

•i.'he si^'ple passive voice j.s sometimes made even ! ore
oDscure by the use of the word it. rhe construction again
is not ungrammatical. ':;urme calls it the "anticipatory it. "^^
I^ewspapers use the idiom to state that there is a source with-
out actually specifying any source at all. ±he construcxion
usually appears m this form, ''it is considered certain that
a new program will emerge. "57 ^phe subject could have been
tucked in to make , "It is considered certain by Senator Taft
that a new program will emerge,'' o\Xh apparently the author
was not certain just who was"doing the considering." The
active voice form, 'Senator 'I'aft considers (or better believes)
that a new program will Emerge," is again probably too mucn
to expect,
_here are m^an^'^ otner verbs that can be used with the
anticipatory it. The ^iew "York ':',lme
s
is particularly fond of
the construction, nere's a typical example: "It is learned
that the ministers intend to insist on execution of the
decision in part on the fixed date
,
pending settlement of the
techJiical monetary difficulties. "^^ An exam.ination soon
shows the silliness of the construction here, xf we cannot
oe told the materiy.l as straight reporting tnen there should
96 '^orge u. Cfurm.e
,
Syntax
,
page 186
97 The Christian Science ivjonitor, iviarch 1 5, 1949,
page~T
98 The New lork Times
,
Jan. 30, 1949, page 2 '

be some clearer method for revealing that the source is vague
rather than the absurd "It is learned that--."
±n these examples the it, as a pronoun, stands for The
entire clause ^ that the iviinisters intend, etc.; or more
specifically for the relative pronoun that . As long as there
is an antecedent for it, then we cannot condemn the construc-
tion as bad grammar, out often the sentence slips out of hand
and the pronoun it is tacked on at the end with no referent
at all. The tacking on of the it- clause at the end of the
sentence is weak anyv^/ay, oecause the "anticipatory it," as
indicated by its name "anticipates" a subject to come. At
the end of a sentence it does not anticipate; it is, instead,
a feeble attempt to justify or give autnority tu me previous
statement.
xhese two examples show poor style by attaching the it-
I
clause at the end of the sentence and they also are grammatic-
!
ally wron^?: because there is no referent for it.
i?lrst , a short one. *'An increase in property valuations
might cut the tax to a certain extent , it was pointed out by
observers. dUst what does the it stand for: uot for in-
crease, oecause increase is the subject of might cut
.
Here's another more ponderous example: "A proposal to
postpone for six months the introduction of economic union
^9 The Christian Science Monitor, Peb. 7, 1949, page 1

between the Netherlands, Belgium and jjujcembourf^ will be dis-
cussed Dy the conference of the jsenelux Ministers m i.arch,
it was announced here today There's no need to p;ive jl
more examples-, ihe construction is very conr.on m almost
all nev'spapers,''^'' Two suggestions might help. Pirst , there
is a need for more careful authority than the obscure "it was
reported that;" and second, there snould oe a definite effort
toward reducing the use of the passive voice.
j
Sir Arthur Quiller- Couch , a famous iJritish critic does I
a neat Job of explaining tne value of the active verD,
|
tie writes;
|
'j-enerally use transitive verbs that strike their object
and use them in the active voice
,
eschewing the station-
ary passive, ivith its little auxiliary is's and was ' s
,
and itfe participles getting into the way of your adjectives
which should be few. j^'or as a rough lav;, by his use of
the straight verb and J^is economy of adjectives you
,
can tell a man's style, if it be m-asculine or neuter,
writing or • composition. • "1 02 i
Another tricl^ lor stuffing extra facts into a sentence
is the system of apposition, m ordinary writing a word or
phrase of apposition might look like this; "Her father,
air, Smith, was tall and powerful,'' nere,"Mr. smith" is in
i;
100 I'he iNew York Time
s
,
dan. 30, 1949, page 2
j
101 oee j?owler s uomment in Modern English Usage,
page 302
102 Sir Arthur Quiller- Gouch , un the Art of writing
,
lectures at Uambridge university,
"

apposition to "father," in other words the two words refer
to the '^'^me person and they tend to help each other by I'
describing the same person in a different way. usually, the
identifying member of the pair is mentioned first and the
second member, enclosed in commas, acts as an additional
description.
The newspaper variation, which again sets journalistic
writing away from standard Snp;lish, usually puts the secon^^.ary
'-toase , the ^.escriptive one, first. The result is always
||
awkward and even standing alone these sentences carry the
urmistakable stam.p of newspaper writing, nere ' s an example:
"A' -"raduate of the university of Tartu, ra'^s Lukk is now
j;
living with her mot er in i^radford
,
i-ass., where she is an
instructor of xhysical Culture at rsradford junior College. "^^5
The natural ^'nglish v;ord order would be, "ivdss jjukk, a gradu-
ate of the university of Tartu, is now livin?' , etc."
uther types of modifying phrases are also brought
forward to the beginning of the sentense. The^^ are usually
elements that belong ir a separate sentonoe, but are inserted
as an obstacle before the main thought of another sentence
apparently to save a bit of space. This choice example shoe's
the makings of a separate story slipped in as an extra passive
participial phrase. The sentence reads, "G-iven a stern
103 'j-'he Christian Science i^onitor, i?'eo. 7, 1949,
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lecture by the judge for letting down the kids of Ai^ierica,
the handsome iviitohiun told the bailiff who escorted hira to his
cell; 'I've learned iry lesson. y.ou'11 never see me in her^
a^ain.'"lC)4
The front pa:^e of a cop3^ of the I'jew York Tines carries
the constniction in sveral forms, besides the past participle
already shown in the last example the'^^ ^ is a form with the
present participle. This form also combines two ideas in one
sentence, notice this one: "Reiterating boviet ohar^'es t .at the
iMorth Atlantic pact was being sit up outside the framework
of the united iMations, the statement said, , , "'-^^ .^.j^g
of the present participle in this way is a se::ious extension
of ordinary English grai^'i ar. The participle is usually used
to indicate a continuous action, as in "The reporter is
couhting his money." "'hen us 3d as a modifier it usually
indicated an action going on at the same tine, as in "As ±
was walking to work ± thought of my carefree school days,"
m the newspaper sentence given here , there is no action at
all. The present "oarticiple is used clumsily in order to com-^
bine two sentences into one. ^'
The increased use of these participial m.odifiers , like
the use of the passive voice, weakens newspaper ^^'riting.
!
104 The i'iew York ^aily i^iews
,
±'eb. 10, 1949, i^age 3
105 The Christian ocience rionitor
,
i?'eb. 7, 1949, rage 12

These modifiers are used as ad^jectives and come under the
comment b sir Arthiir Quiller-CJouch on adjectives and passive
verbs as si^ns of a bad style
.
Another ^lethod of inserting extra information into a
sentence :'.s the use of modifying prepositional phrases. The
phrase is especially useful in leads, as in "john Sniith, 32,
of Molyoke, was injured seriously today ..." This method,
too, is easily abused. Uccasionallj'^ some ^-^t-i.ngy v;riter
leaves out the preposition and the result is an awl'Tward
construction which resemoles apposition, iiere • s one of the
products of this extreme compression: "noffman, Oalifornia
woolens
,
long a specialist in woolens
,
provided the uphol-
stery fabrics for ivr. laszlo's low and comfortable chairs
and sofas."-'-^^ j-his construction is incorr ect ^grammatically
as a-'^position, because ''California V'joolens" is not equiva-
lent to "Hoffman," unless the writer is deliberately playing
stylis'^ic tricks on us. The Ofnission of of before (Jali-
fornia voolens is a pointless ellipsis, an ogiission that
gains nothing bu"^ creates unriecessar3^ confusion.
i^esides the o mission of the preposition, there is
another abuse that this construction can under^^o, ±t can
be used without discretion to coniect unrelated ideas vith
a disjointed sentence resulting, john (funther slips into
106 The Christian Science iViOnitor, J?'eb, 7, 1949, -i^age 12
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this bit of journalese often. Here-s a fine delightful example
from his inside ^rope 'i'oday :-Q7 "of uevish origin, he is
?-n his middle forties." I'his haoit of puttin-^ separate ideas
to<^ether in a single sentence is a favorite one in all but
the most disorininating newspaper writin"'-, and it has oscome
a brand by which journalists can oe dis-tin^uished from other
writers .
;
uther examples of ellipsis are corjnon in nev/spaper i
writin.^. iviost of these do not involve ciuestions of grammar.
The only question is whether the omission disrupts the thou'-'ht
or confuses the reader. Some cases are ver^r aroitrary ard
they deoend entirely on the personal taste of the writer or
the critic, nere s an ellipsis of the main elements of the
clause after the conjunction as: "The city's public and
parochial schools v'ill go 'all out' in screeting the 'merci'
train, just as a year ago when thej played an important part
m contributing to the success of the original i*riendship
'I'rain."^^^ "^ould this sentence be clarified by the insertion
of they did after "just as"-r ""'hsre is, as least, a question
and ap long as the ellipsis is questionable the full con-
struction should De us 3d,
Another peculiarity of newspaper style that should
107 '±n the iMew York .^erald- Tribune , i'eb. 9, 1949,
ir'age 8
108 The .:ew lork 'Pimes, Jan, 30, 1949, ±'age 19
j
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ji
be studied carefully'' is the t =3ridency toward personification.
This tendency probably'- ha^ two urderlyin.'T; causes. i?'irst , it
l| saves some space in a few oases: and second, many editors
believe that this personification makes the news more interest-
ing for the readers.
une type of personification was pentioned in the last
chapter; it's the use of the 's frenitive with inanimate objects.
The practice started in the headlines, moved down into the
copy, and has nov/ spread into other tj'-pes of writing. 1^9 There
doesn't seem to be any good reason for this construction, in 'i
i heads there m.ight be good reason for "drink's victims" instead
i! of "the victims of drink," but down in the copy the latter
form would be more satisfactory. Again it ' s a matter of
maintaining a valuable distinction in the language. J-here is
a difference between possession and association, "h.en a l|
brown and white mongrel is "dohn-s dog" we have established !
1 I'
possession, but "the history of a cit^'-" does not belong to it
and when we read about "one of the greatest c one enxrations
||
of police in the oitys history . . ."HO we should be aware
that we are seaing a new idicm in English.
wost critics consider this stunt a mere rhetorical
device, a trick for decoration; but it has lately become so
109 -P'owler sup orts this opinion in modern English
usage
,
Kage 537
110 The he- t ork Times , c'an. 30, 1949, rage 1

Gomraon that it is no longer thoup^it of as a d ->vice at all.
Again the newspap^^is stand apart from most literary' ^>-glish,
but the spread has already begur' into the works of some sloppy
'i writers outside of the newspapers. Uondemnation of the prac-
!
tioe is almost universal.
I
J?'owler oalls the form a Personification and thus, a !
poetic device; but he wails that, "the modern newspap::ir is
perpetually doin;?^ this in the most prosaic contexts."''''''
Curme , who wisely prefers to report on the language
rather than to form jud/'ments, says, "'A boolcfe chances depend
more on its selling qualities than its worth. ' The old
||
:i genitive in -fs cannot be freel^^ used here, 'i'he thing must
usuall3'- have some sort of life ^ like a hujnan being. "112
ir'atridfce sa3'-s , "The use of the genitive case is noi- in
ordinary prose restricted to personal beings and animals, and
j
even such phrases as ' society" 's hard-drilled soldiery'
j
(Meredith;, v^here society'" is personified are felt as poetical,*'^
''here is another form of personification too. ilgain
it is a device that was, in pre- journalistic days, reserved
for poetry or "fine writing," Examples will explain more
clearly than any gra-nm-^tical anali'^sis. The first reads,
"MOSCOW announced yesterday'' that i?'oreign ninister i-iolotov
had been replaced by a deputy. "I14 The second sentence is
111 i'iode'rn English usage
,
±^a";e 433.
112 Syntax
,
j-age 75
113 usage and Abusage
,
rage 140
114 TEeiJew lork Times , maxoh 5, 1949, rage , 3
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similar; it reads, "The ^".^hite nouse said today that rresi-
dent ''.'ruraan is considering^ an invitation to visit i^oston
College April 27 to receive an honorar^^ de??ree . "-^^5 unce [
nore the troubla starts with a vague reference to the s ource
of the storj'". j-'he use of the active voice to avoid mention
of a subject, the use of the cloudy "it was reported"
i!
construction and this r^ysterious personification of cities
|;
I
and buildings are all tricks to hide unauthentic sources. i'
ji
j-n this paper they are examined as stylistic devices or
||
evidence of poor grammar, but to the public they are marks '
of ujireliable press.
The editorial we is another -peculiarity of nex"/spaper
style tha'^ cannot be overlooked. The device is valuable,
and there is nothing wrong in it, but it is easily aoused.
vjveruse is one danger. "his danger is present whenever the
editorial we escapes from the editorial page and starts to
f
get into the columns of regular writers, or even worse, into |i
the stories, un the edi^'^orial page we refers to the edito-
rial staff of the newspaper or to the newspaper itself, in
a column it is just an overly-modest way of saying i and
unless the we can be construed to include the writer and his
readers its use is a weakness.
n
115 The i\'ew York Daily jiews
,
j^'eb. 10, 1949, I'age 66
It

iven on the editorial pa.'re there is a dariger that
we miPTht "be taken to meaoi "our coiintry" instead of "this
!
newspaper," J^'owler quotes an iJnglish nev/spaper to demonstrate
this confusion: "jbut still, v/e are distrusted by Germany,
and we are loth, by explainin,'^ how our acts ou.'^ht to be
interpreted, to put her in a more invidious position. "116 Inj!
this example the first ^ is o^rtainl^'- i^inpland, but the s econi
ma^'' be either ^Jngland or the writer.
i
iiromides are another mark of ^journalism. Examples
!
are worthless, and the rule is simple: avoid them. :5ric
±^9tridge, writing in England, lists 23,500; and American
critics could add many more.H^ uf course, there is a limit i
as to just how V'jorn a ph.rase must be to be called a cliche
or bromide, and it is possible to go so far as to make writing
i'-\possible by listing all of the common phrases as bromides,
j
jr^'-^tridge ' s list is a real one, though, and every on^ of his
ii
i:
23,500 cliche 's has a long history of use and overuse.
'here is only on^ importart excuse for the use of
bromides. The excuse is lack of time to write vvith more
originality. Sometimes there is time and th 3n the reason
is laziness. They are a groat t em.ptat ion, , because most
]
116 Fowler, iviodern En'^lish usage
,
±^age 702^
117 See usage and Abusaf^, Jr^ages 59-83 and also the
same author 'S A Dicti onary of Olich^s
,
also see
Jj'ranlc Sullivan's article, '''he Cliche ']]xpert Tells
All in the .^lew^oi^ker for_dune_ 20 , 1936.
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writers realize that the majority of the reader's of a oig
newspaper will not oe offended by the use of cliches and will,
in fact, be impressed oy hackeneyed phrases t'"at v/ould mai^e a.
self-respecting reporter wince. The number of readers who
f
revolt at "armed to the teeth" or "the acid test" is rela-
tively small, but those few critics will be correct in stamp-
ing the writing that contains such things as second rate,
|
As the writing becomes directed at more literary !
l[
standards the limitations become greater and the v^/riter must
|[
be more careful of the cliche , out even in the newspaper I
there should be more care, jjesoribing a man's sense of
responsibility as "fast ebbing"118 or writing of "the key I'
purpose "119 of a change destroys the storj'" for a discriminating
reader. Ii
f
±'owler has noticed something else in the style '
of some journalists which he dislikes, ne calls it "hanging-
up."12^ it was a favorite trick back in the old days of the
formal period. The idea is to m.ention the subject and then \
leave it hanging while the writer makes some comments. m
the old period the effect was sometimes clever, but, as
j|
j^'owler says, "^Then a journalist of today does try his hand
li
I;
118 The 1^! ew york 'T'imes
,
c'an. 30, 1949, ±'a,*e 14 ' '
119 The ^i3w ork "imes ,cian. 30, 1949, r^ge 24
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,
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at it, he is Sipt
,
being a novice in the period style, to overdo
I
^'things . ^ * The result looks like this ^with the subject and
verb underlined) : i
I
A stockbroker friend of the Z s and of the t s, and
then iiord Z himself, passed through the box before the
interest of the audience, which had lanjF^aished as iiady Z
,
resumed her place ?.t the solicitor's table, and 'Ibabsi' in '
in her demure grey hat, with the bright cherries, and her
deep white fichu, struggles through the crowd from the body
[
of the (jourt in answer to the call of "Miss Z X "
,
' reVive
d
o
I 'i'he result of these peculiarities in newspaper writing
is a product that is not up to literary standards. les, there
are exceptions, unce in a while we find a nev/spaper story
that is a joy, but more often the stories that '/'e enjoj^ are
j
written by journalists after they leave the stereotyped style
of a newspaper office, newspaper writing deals with the people
it should be the first literature of the land, instead, we
I find the j^eiman jj'ellows sayin^ that, "MOst newspaper writing
|
is pompous, tasteless, inexcusably long-v^inde.^ . " ~
|
I
Their recommendation is for "a more colloquial style
,
using short vivid words and calling a spade a spade. "''^^ The
difference between the two is also a measure of readability.
This paper does not examine readability according to any I
1 21 modern llnglish usage
,
page 228
122 ijeon Svirsky, editor, your iMewspaper
,
page 164
123 IBID.

formula;'' 24 but this examination of style is, in a more gen- ;
eral sense, conoerned with readaoility. A good style is
marked :'irst by ease of reading. The newspaper stylemarks
criticised here are all bad, because they make newspaper ||
I!
stories difficult to read and grasp.
j
The jview lork rimes is continually complaining of its !
low circulation and holding it up as evidence of "national
||
ignorance and apathy ;"''25 but the tabloid Daily iMews has a
;
more readable style even in the coverage of important news. [
nereis another i'<ew lork Time
s
lead:
President L'ruman recommended to jongress today a sweep-;
ing revision of legislation under which the iiixecutive
isranch of the irovernment has been exercising extroardinary
powers pursuant to declarations of a state of emergency by
ir'resident Koosevelt in 1939 and in 1941. This step was
foreshadowed in his message to. Congress if'eb. 3
The Daily mvis told the same story tliis way:
i
President 'l'ruman today asked Congress to repeal 24 war-I
xime control 1b.ws outright and listed 78 others he wanted !
to be extended or aixowed to xapse.'"^^ |'
rtjrhaps the Times could argue that it appeals to a diifer-
ii ent group of readers; but it^isn-t easy to imagi]ne any readers
who would prefer the first lead unless to prove in a snobbish
way, that they can actually figure o^^t this maze of abstractions
124 J?or the best rormula " 'iscTxssion oi readability
avaiiaDie now see rtulolph jj'lesch's. The Art of
rlain Talk.
125 lester Markel, Sunday editor of the Times nuoted
in Jliie magazine for March 3, 1947, page li
126 Quoted in The unread .press : The unreadable Press
,
Time magazine, march 3, 1947, page 71
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and Gonneotives.
;| Kobert P. f^unning, a readability'' expert, characterizes
the style of many newspapers when he says, "iviost editorial
writers seem to confuse di,°;nity with pomposity. Their marathon,
sentences, fo.f^gy words' and abstractions put their pieces com-
pletely out of reach of all but the upper 5 to 10 percent of
1 27their readers.''
tie also suggests, "'''^rite as you talk, rost best sellers
^
and even the King dames version of the JtJible
,
are written so
sixth- or seventh- graders can read them, ^.Vhy should a Wash-
ington correspondent write 'bilateral concordance' when he
j|
j
means 'two-way pact • v "^fby should a police reporter say an
j
accident victim suffered 'contusions and abrasions' when he \,
I
really means 'cuts ?-nd bruises ' t
Sometimes colloquial language is an important part of
the style. The tabloids are especially easy for the average
I
reader because they use his own words, i^otice the choice of ij
1 words in this lead:
Actor Robert ivdtchura, $ 3250-a-week sleepy-eyed he-man
film idol was clapped into jail today for 60 days on a
i charge of conspiracy to possess marijuana, ^
Once in a while the Times lowers itself to plain writing
and the results prove conclusively'" that tabloids have no
|j
127 Quoted in The unraad .Fress ; The unreadable Press
, [
Time magazine, march 3, 1947, page 71'
128 ±B1D,
129 The _New York Daily I'jews
,
i-'eb, 10, 1 949j page 5 _
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raonopoly on the talent necessary for simple prose. The story
j
on the Uhinese wew Year in the 1^1ew loxk Times of January 30,1949
|'
should be copied into the record in full as evidence , but just
para-^raphs ivill have to suffice: i'
At 12:58 the firecracker explosions increased and a
dragon's head was projected into iviott street. under the
head was a leaping youth. Kunning back from the head was
about six feet of dragon toted by two small boys. The
dragon's six legs were wearing silk pajamas and sneakers,
it was a fierce dragon with rolling ejes the size of ash
trays. A few seconds later another dragon leaped from a
store. This also was a wild dragon and the creatures
;
charged one another and the crowd
|
A.nd that was how the year 4238 began in Chinatown, wobody
was really sure it -vas that year. Some khe"' it ivas the
[
Year of the Hat or the Year of the ux. J3Ut which had ended
and which begun they were not certain. '^^
!
After readinr? a piece like this it's disturbing, in the
the same issue, to find some such bit of nonsense as this sen-
I tence after a fire story, "Damage was estimated as consideraule. 5''
[
The Chinese wew Year story, despite many flaws that any careful
|j
reader might find, has some style. The fire excerpt is just a
i|
jl series of meaningless words, a bit of journalese in the poorest
s^nse of the word. ^
f
The rules for development of style in journalistic
I
writing are not difficult. The comment b;y Sir Arthur Quiller-
Couch on the passive voice and adjectives is a wise one. This
advice from i?'owler is also valuable:
j'
li
!'
130 The JMew York Times
,
oan. 30, 1949, page 42
131 n, W. Fowler, The King s English

SI
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'I
Anyone who wishes to become a f^ood writer should '!
endeavor, before he allows himself to be tempted b^r the
more showy qualities, to be direct, simple, brief, vir^or-
ous , and lucid. This p;eneral rule may be translated into
practical irules in the domain of vocabulary as follows:-
,
Prefer the familiar word to the far fetched.
Prefer the cor^crete to the abstract,
prefer the single word to the circiunlocution.
Prefer the short word to the lon.^^.
Hrefer the Saxon word to the Romance.
These words are given roughly in order of merit; the
last is also the least. ''32 !
i|
These rules should help in the selection of words , and
"';he ordinarj'" rules of Dnglish word order should be enough to ,'
allow any writer to set up straightf onA'ard sentences with a
little effort. The great obstacle to improved newspaper
l|
style is the stubborn clinging to old fetishes by editors. I
jj
These habits disrupt rormal word order and make some journalist;^o
i| writing unnecessarily difficult. I
i
!
!
132 n.'-'K i?'owler, The ^ing ' s English
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CHAPTER V
I
WORKING UNDER PRESSURE
After the headlines and the stereotyped form of the news|
papers there is another important influence on English as it 1
appears in the luetrouoli tan papers. There simply is not enough
time for a reporter to give all of his writing the considera-
tion that it needs. The result is a carelessness and a free-
dom with the language which coQies from necessity. Albert
Baugh puts it this way:
jj
The reporter necessarily writes under pressure and has
not long to se>irch for the right word. In the heat of the!
moment he is as likely as not to strike off a new expres-
sion or wrench the language to fit his idea ( pacifist ,
socialize ) .^^^
|
Notice the words that Professor Baugh uses to illustr..te
his claim. Few critics today would question pacifist or social -
ize as words in good standing, but actually they were formed I
by journalists who needed a noun to describe a man who
1
'
j
refused to wage war or a verb that meant "to make social."
j
Newspaper writers o.re most often the originators of new terms
because they cVg the lirst to be f-ced with Lhe problem of
putting new idec;s into print. i
133 A History of the English Language , Page 380

Vihen the new word is n cessary to co.wraunicate a new
idea conveniently, tner- should be no couipiaint (though there
will always be a lew who will fight cnything new), but when
the newiy created word is an extra word or a verbal monstro-
sity then there is cause for criticism, and there is always
soineone ready to offer it. The situation certainly isn't ^
nev; one. as long as journalists have written they have taken
lib«,rties v.ith language, ..nd even the modern tendency tovard
the foriaing of aevv v.^ords dates back well into the last century
Here's a coinraent from Adams Sherraan Hill, a Harvard professor
who wrote in 1665;
One set of faults seems to spring from the belief
on the .'.rt of some Journalists and novelists, and of
young writers who have caught the malady from them, that
there are not enough words In the English lan^-uage to
supply their needs, and that, therefore, it is necessary
to coin just a few more, or at least to take them from
the mint of some other writer of the day. Hence, new forms
for old words, and new formations from old words. One
journal tells its readers that "'mentality,' though not
in the dictionaries is a good English word."-^^^
Apparently the "journal'* referred to by Professor Hill
Was correct, because mentality is in the dictionaries now
and, as c. common tool of lai'iguage, it has earned the title
of "a good English word". The Professor does not realize that
new ideas require new words and ohat there is no sense in
134 Our English, Pages lcd'lc6»

beating around the bush with old /.ords to express ..n idea
vshen a new word or a new form v.ili hit it solidly.
The usual luethod for twisting the language to fit a new
idea is to make a new vi/ord from an old one. We saw how the
headline writers ignore the separations between the parts of
speech in the third cnapter. The same kind of fence juraping jl
helps the repoi-tfcr to put his idea across in the story. Here'^j
a repoi ter who couies oo a spot where he needs an adjective to ^'
uiean "of or for contracts." There is no word, but he ui-i.kes
one ;^nd ne writes, 'jther increases in the budget over 1848
appropriations included contractual services, equipment, mate- '
rials . . ."^35 This creation i^ay become a part of the language
or it inay be a "nonce word" created "for tte mnce" to be used i
on the occasion of its creation but never again. No one can
predict t..e future „f these words accurately. !
Some words have a clear-cut .;ob ready for them and these
words Can usually be expected to last. Back in the depression
days v.e heard of men being "laid off," and the over-all problem
was Called sioiply "uneraployiiient . " I'here was no term to apply
specifically to the group of persons who had been "Ic^id off."
Since then we have been given a word by journalists. The noun
is simply layoffs ^.nd it's used like tuis; "Railroad lay-offs
15 5The Christian Science I^Ionitor , Feb. 7, 1949, Page 1

mounted yesterday in the two-dc^y old mine shutdown. "-^"^ The
reporter »Vc.s viary of the word ixnd he hyphenated it. Above bhe
etory, in the neaQ,tiie copyrca.de. had no room to be r.'ary and
I
he uaed the word with no hyphen. This particular situation is
comj.on in today's news and the need for a word to express this
idea is likely to Co up often. The result Vvili probably be
tiiat tne v.'ord layoffs will socn beco.iie accepted in the language.
i In tue sati«e story (an »^ssociated Press story, by the
T<ay) the reporter carefully avoided the depression verb "to
• lay off," because the conditions were new. These uien were
||
•
I'
beii'ii^ put out of uork temporarily because oi a shortage of cod.
The reporter saw a siaiil-^^ri ty between the temporary rest and
the jrmy furlough, but instead of sayin^, that "the aien \nere ^iven
furloughs" he used ^ new verb, and said, ":JYC previously announ-
ced 2375 would be furloughed. "^'^''' |i
ij The use of furlough in this way is unusual in any form,
end so we don't iimcn abject to seeing the parts of speech
juggled. We are offended jore, in the sa.ae story, when ifiStead
of 'fforkers be^ng "made idle" we find that, "The New York
Central sdd o^'^o more workers in five car locoJiotive shops
!
would be idled . "^^^ This last example is a useless one. Idle
136 Boston Daily Record
, March 16, 1949, Page 2
137 Ibid.
136 Ibid.
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is an old English cidjective, and there doesn't recilly seem
to be any reason for chun^iin^ it iiito a verb. To say that
the luen "were i.:ade idle" isn't much Idiger uhan "were idled"
and it is far better English.
adjectives are especially subject to uiangling in the
li
hands of one reporters. Besides worrying about being .nade into
a verb c.s in the previous ex^^mple bi.ey are also in danger of '
being, jiade into nouns. One topical instance is given here,
but the practice is very co.ii.iion, and more examples suggest
tneaiselves irn.uediately . i'he sentence reads:
j
Among its aims, according to German politi«^als kVho '
have followed Kremlin developaients closely for years, will
be the further speeding up of the purge in^ CoJi-iunist^ so
that all unreliable
s
wil-i be eliminated. "^"^^
The process is the same o.e described in Chapter III
I
(page i;9) by Fov.'ler concerning workless . "Unreliable .lien"
becomes, more simply, " the unreliable s" and then just "Unre-
liable s" without any article. I
The formin^ of new words becomes especially confusing
v;hen suffixes are added to ordinary woiis to change their
meaning. .-^ v^riter who suddenly finds nimself in need of an
adverb ..leaning '*in a. bigamous wa^" usually realizes that most
adverbs in English add --ly and so he m.kes a new v.ord for
himself: bir.amously . fne sau^e sentence ..Iso contains another
139 The Christian Science Ivlnnitor. March 15, 1949, Page

less logical adverb. This time the reporter seemed to mean
"so someone c^sserted" and he banged out "asser tedly . " The
sentence Beads: "A 31-yecir-old father of three children,
who assertedly ambushed and killed the Brussels-born divorcee
v.hos. he first .net when she was a '.VAC sergeant and then
bigamously -..iarried, was being returned to Passdc, N. J.,
last night froji Sorae. ville , ..uass. '•'^^
A coiiiplete criticisoi of this lead, pointin^^ out the
"hanging-up, " the cluuisy paSo progressive .assive verb, and
the illogical sec-uence', can be done by tne rules of style
of the last chapter. The point here is tne forraation of the
nev»' adverbs caused by a rushed v.riter vvho has to stretch
the ian.iUage to uiake it fit his requiresnents . The first
adverb, bigaaously , ia foruied logically by adding the -ly
ending. Thj s endin^^ comes from the Old English form of
"like , " and used here it would give bigamously the meaning
of "bigaraous-like , '» v.hich is logical enough even if it is
cluuisy.
The second adverb, assertedly , however, has no foun-
dation at all. In the first place, it is used as a cover-up
for ti.e actual situation. If the police .lave ..ade a-efinite
140 The Ne;. York Daily News , Feb. 10, 1949, Page 11
141 Anderson and V»illia;ns, Old English ^ind^'^"^r
Pag© 76.
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charge or if the m^n hcis been indicted the reporter should
|
sciy so. In any case there is no such word as, " assertedly . "
|
There is a verb, to assert , which means "to affirm positively
,
j
and from this verb we have an adverb, assertively , which means,
"in an assertive manner," but assertedly is ii-npossible .
j
The coiiiparison of tuese two f orraations should demonstrc^te
that there are rules that a reporter must follow even in the
;
wrenching that he must do to the language. The process
described here is called "derivative coining" but it must be
used with discretion. One more example should show clearly
how the process works. The verb, _to ob.iect means "to protest;
j
from this by adding the -ion affix we have made the adjective,
objectionable
,
meaning "liable to be objected to;" and finally;
we find a new noun, ob.jectionableness , which seems to mean ^
"the quality that makes a thing liable to be objected to."
The new word is used this way: "Some provisions of the bill,
while ob.iectionable to much of the public generally, have
|
for farmers, because oi their habitual attitude, a special
|
ob.iectionableness ^""^^"^ We could almost use ob.jection here,
|
with a little juggling, and so find ourselves in a complete
circle. By-line writers and columnists form most of these
|
new words perhaps because an ordinary reporter would find '
a word like this cut out at the copy desk.
14^ Mark Sullivan, New York Herald-Tribune , Feb. 9, 1949,
page ^5

Here's one more new adverb, conspiratorlally
.
143
word seems to cooie from conspire , then ^conspirator , to |
conspiratorlally ;' maybe the writer had editorially in his
mind, which was formed from edit , then editor , then editorial,
J
and. finally, editorially . Rudolph Flesch uses the number of
affixes (those things that we've added, like -ly, -able,
|j
-ness, etc.) per hundred words as one of his measuring sticks
tor judging the difficulty of a piece of writing.
He writes:
Language gad^^ets, as you have seen, are two kinds; Vs-ords
by themselves like against , and parts of words (affixes),
like dis-. The more haruiful of the two for plain talk arej
the affixes, since the reader or hearer cannot understand
what the gadget does to the sentence before he has dis-
entangled it from the word it is attached to. Each affix
burdens his mina with two jobs: first, he has to split up
the word into its parts and, second, he has to rebuild
|
x-he sentence' from these parts. To do this does not even i
take a split second, of course, but it-adds up.
Flesch blames the use of affixes on "academic jargon, "^'^
but in the examples given here the reason is the high writing-
speed required of the reporter and the pressure under which I
he writes.
[
Of course there are levels of acceptability for these
words that a reporter tucks into his stories. The New York
143 Joseph Alsop, New York Herald- Tribune , Feb. 9, 1:^4 9,
page £^5
144 The Art of Plain Talk, page 42
145 IBID.;- Page 45
tsfiq . atlflT ni^XI lo iiA exlT
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Daily News writes, "This was the gun, according to the cops , "l^o
without any apoloi^ies, but when the New York Times writes,
"Thousanas of students here will «all out' in greeting the
*inerci' train, ""^^'^tne newspaper feels that it must use quotation
marks to set off an unacceptable colloquialism.
j
ij
Actually this rushing sometimes forces writers to use
their natural language and, in such cases, is good for the
language. Talcott >Villiams^^® praises the newspapers because i
they have been hospitable to "the illegitimate verbal offspring
of the street, born on the wrong side of the blanket." He
[|
calls the humorous colusnns of American papers "a sort of beddirig-
bench where the new phrases and words of the hour are set out
as the gardener beds and pots young plants before they go to
live in the garden-beds with an older bloom." He claiais that
tne mouern nev^spapoi' is aoing a service to English by "prevent^
ing a great tongue from being divided into a language of the
past for letters and a language of the common and daily use,
neither snarixig the life of the other."
i|
When the rush of the newspaper office, then, forces a
reporter to write in the ordinary language that he uses out-
j
side it is good, but, unfortunately, too often the rush just
j
I
I
146 The New York Daily News , Feb. 10, 1949, page II
;
j
147 The New York Times , Jan. 30, 1949, page 19
148 Quoted by Brander Matthews in Essays on English ,
page 1Z5
i
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makes .the writer scramble even more for a special word or a
new one. He usually does it by analogy. We saw ho'r. the
clumsy Cv^nspir^torially ca.me by i.nj.lofiy v/itn the more common
!
word, editorially. 3o Iso nev^ verbs are entered into the
langu^^e on the assumption triat they can be substituted freely
for the old r.ord.
Tne results are not always good. Here's a reporter, Cor
bxample, who would ordinarily say "ask for" when talking to his
friends. In his stoiy, nowever, he feels obliged to write,
"re4uest," ^nd, still thinking of tne familiar -.-.ord, ne uses
the pieposition for anyway, not realizing (or not knorin,^)
that re4uest means "dsk for." The sentence reads; "The dis-
patch by the official ooviet rxews cogency, broadcast from
Moscow, said Russia has formally requested the Koiwe.^ian
government for an explanation of its attitude tov.ard the pact." 149
A corrected vcrsio^n would read, "Russia has requested an explan -
ation from the Norwe_,ian government."
Verbs used by aetaphorical extension are also, sometimes
used incorrectly because of axialogy v;ith more common verbs.
Tnis writer really meant criticized but ^^.e wanted a more foxce-
ful word ..nd flailed seemed perfect. Uni oitunateiv . he didn't
know Lhe wox d very well and so he killed ^^^s .letaphor by using
149 The Washington Star, Jan. 30, 1949, Page 1
1

at after flailed . To flail leans '*to hit as though threshing
grain," and th^e kixis tne ...etaprior by andogy with "swung
at" or "struck o^t at." Perhaps we are pioiying with details,
but actually the purpose here is illustration, not criticism.
,|
The sentence re.-.ds, "Goveriior Dewey flailed away -.vit:: e.^ual
jj
vigor ^ the small group of Republicans "who want to turn
the clock bcCk' cLud at t.ioae \.ho in their anxiety to win would
zry to 'out proiiiise the Democfats.'"^50 -^q might n^ve : lailed i
them but ne did not flcil at them.
OcCiiSionally we find a poor writer who h-^s become so
,
used to the long word that he errs by analogy when he goes
back tQ the plain word. Here's a sentence in which a reporter
uses find to ...ean "discover." Tne sentence reads, "Police i
were unable to find who pulled the cord."^^-'- Insertion jf
\
out after find would, of course, aiake the sent<5nce into
|
jl
English again. In the rjsh the writer mixed up his words.
These examples ^.re interesting and they can be criti-
cized, because the errors are apparent to everyone, .'^s soon
jl
as an error beco.iies established, hovvever, it ceases to be
|
subject for criticiaai, for once usa^^e has made a decision
j|
there is no turning baCk of the language by any critics how- ii
ever wise. There are inany examples of these errors-made-correct;
150 The New York Herald -Tribune , .Feb. 9, 1949, Page 1
151 Ibid.
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' they ali show the uselessness of pedagogy v^hen once the >:iasses
jl
h^ve decided. Here's an example of this that is worth noting.
The :;Uotc.tion is by IJr. Fr.uik Whi taker. ^^-^
Take the v-ord 'iiioral', a.eaning 'of good moralb'. We I
used it for centuries in that sense when souiebody discovered
Lnat the French used it (as a noun) to i-.ean 'the spirit
1' of the troops'. 'Ah,' said this person, 'a useful word.
.Ve must bag that.' So we took it, added an 'e' to distin-
j
1| guish it both in spelling and pronunciation from 'moral', t
jj
and uiade it our own. It didn't uiatter a pin to lir. Us^^ge
tnat tiie French have the two words, and use them in
preci-^ely the reverse sense. But although this happened
years ago, it still matters- to the (London) Times . . . i
It Still spells it without an 'e' to remind us that v.e
|
mustn't play v.ith otner people's words. It might as v. ell i
talk to the mo^n. '•'he distinction is useful, and because
it is' useful it a-j-s established i.self
.
Even Fowler, the famous English critic, rec^lizes the
'
jl
futility of correcting established usages. As a .aatter of
fact, ae even accuses the newspapers of being Purists in their i
j
attitude toward some words. A few years ago the London Times i
I
happened to discover that the term Caliph as referred to an '
! l£idian ruler vyas incorrect. The Ti^es then proceeded to cor-
rect all of its copy. Tne result was si.uply that the readers
who were fc^uiiliar v-itn tne old, thouj,h incorrect, form did not
I
recognize the new. Fowler says, ''ISLAli AND THE KHILAFAT (head-i
.
line) These formidable learned newspapers have no regard for
;|
tne Uaings which belong to our peace; Can tney not leave us lo
,
il
our caliphate . "^^2 Despite the dangers of Purism, though,
152 Quoted by Patridge in Usage and Abusage , Page 196
153 Modern English Usage, Page 311.

we certainly are justified in wishing to correct ..listakes
before they become established.
In the busy newspi^per o-ffice graaiiiiatical errors are
com.iion. The copy desk catches some of them but a few erroxs
couiuionly sli^) by. The verb is especially difficult in fast
writing; tne erroxs can be divided into t..ree classes. The
first class is confusion of number. It usually appears as
a singular subject viith a plural verb or the contrary. Here'
one v.ith the error caused by a group noun: "Her niain battery
of nine rapid-f irin^
,
fully autooiatic eight-inch guns have
firepower estimated as four tidies greater than previous
eignt-ixiChers, "^^^ The confusion nere co;,\cs from agreement
with fi^uns rather t:.an LLc true subject, battery .
Here's another one vvhere the v.riter lost sight -of the
subject; "Longer hctaline s
,
c^irrying the eye dovrnward, make s
shoes and stockinj^s a iuain point of at,tention. "•'^^ 1'he
confusion iier : is uetween heu;lines , the subject, and eyes
(natural enough, I suppose). This group probably couiprises
tne Ic^rgest single number of true errors of grainmar in a
.iiOdern newspaper.
The second group of errors involves the time of the
verb; tne choice of tense. Here's an example complicated
154 The New York Times , Jan. 30, 1949, : age ^.
155 The Nev; York Daily News , Feb. 10, 1949, Page 71

by d subjunctive: "A third v.ould Warv^ould represent final
ruin in Europe and it could be ^voided only by union.
II
Ine second verb should be in the present tense. Cc^n is
j'
' necessary in place of could . The probleai here is usually j'
one of lofciic, ^nd Careful thinking is more valuable than
.
I
linowledge of rules.
i
|l Finally w e n ci.ve the coi.i:.! xi errors caused by a lack li
of D^rallel construction. -^^he rule is simple; there should '
ilbe no iiiixing of forins i.: sentences tnat depend on balanced I'
meaning. Pernaps an exarnpla will help. This one illustrates-
the cluaisiness rt=sulting tro.a the error; "The General Staff said
an aruiy detachment vj^s pursuing the band. Thus far four i
stuaents, c^ll under 16, nave succeeded in escaping as did i
Uio v;ork.iien." The ellipsis coaiplicstes the construction,
I but even v<ith the ellipsis the sentence should read,
!
"... four students . . . nave succeeded in escaping as
I
nave tv.o »iork»ien.*
il
.
.
I
i'here's another type of parallel violation that is
i| quite coiiiiiion. Usually it also involves ci comparison of some
l|. Kind, This one roads, "The woolens are as waroi in color
tones as Lney are soft to the touch. "-^58 The question to
ask nere is, ••Hov; warm are they?" If the answer is, '*Lukev;-;rm,
156 The I'Jew York Tiiiies , Jan. 30, 1949, Page 4.
157 The New York Ti.nes , Jan. 30, 1949, Pa/<e 3.
j|
158 The Christian Science Lionitor , Feb. 7, 1949, Page 12.
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or 76 dfc^rees" tnen the parallel decree of softness beco..es
illogical
.
final error co.uiaon in fast writing is confusion of
case; The use of he instead of hin or wno instead of whom.
i'he cause of these errors is not usually grc.minatical . The
jj
I
rules are in every reporter's ncindbooK: dong with aicdels for
j|
correct foxras, but t.:e aiost -.riters in a ..ewspaper office |l
hciven't time to check al^ of their writing and .uany of them
have not had the training, necessary for them lo depend on
their own judguient. Fowler makes a remark, which should
become copj desk classic, in his article on the eonfusion '
between who and ..hom . He says, "The mistake is a bad one,
but fortunately so eleraentary that it is nearly confined to il
the sports-reporters.
||
There are other shortcomings, plenty of them, '.7e ||
still see "different tnan" occasionally and there are
|j
iiiany writers who stick by the fused participle-^^^ rather thcin|
a possessive in phrases xike "the :.:.T.A« taking- over the city's
transit department , '•^^ but again there is little ti.ne for
ji,rammar, !
159 :aodern En^zjlish Usa^e
,
Page 723.
160 "to get along with a blond type you must act
different than you would to ^;et along with ^
brunet." The New York Ti^es (19^0.)
161 See Fowler's l.lodern English Usa^, Page 133.
16 c. The Boston Globe
, Siaxcii_AQj J^gjg »_ Page . i
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This isn't a thesis on foniicil English gra.arnar, of
course, and cl long list- of the improper grammar cc.';s uruc tion
found in newspapers wouldn't be valuable. The errors described
here are especially comajn in newspaper v.riting; but newspaper
vvriters are also susceptible to all the rest of the slips that
creep into any writing. The newspapers are careful ia their
check of tue copy, but the haste ti.at is necessary in order
to uifcct deadlines often offsets the precautions that have
been set up. Tne iutelligen\> position i.s still the uiiddle one
V
between complete freedom for any reporter to ...i^ke a Isn no e
as he ..rites ana complete condemnation that disregards tht
pressure under which a newspaper is put together.
This problem is one that is no c understood by many
critics. Newspaper writing is not a leisurely process.
Speed is a constant factor influencing thequality of the
product. Brander :.:aotnews, considering the diificulties facing
a w.riter for tie daily newspapers suiamed up this chapter very
well Oj saying, "The wonder is t.iat Lhey are able to main-
1 tain an acceptable average
.
163 Essays On English, Pa^^e 155.

GhAPTER Vi
1~
THE ELSCtAOT prills
After the oompression of the headlines, the demands of
ancient journalistic habita and the strain of writing at high
speed there is still another- influence in newspaper writing which
chanR;es it and nakes it distinct from standard literary Snglish,
There's no need of this distinction; it's not a good one. This
j
difference is caused by the ordinary reporter • s strain for i
;i elegancy. I
The results are disastrous, boon after the 'Jivil "^ar i
li dames Russell jbov/ell was coirplaining of the harm that the news-
paper was doing to the lan.gu.age by "stretching and swelling it
i| to suit the occasions.*'^ The swelling has started to go
||
|l
down since the flowery days of the last century, but the tendency
j
toward elegancy certainly hasn.'t left the newspapers. li
j
The list that follows this introduction is the main
substance of this chapter, but first we have a chance to class-
ij ify some of these decorations. Some of them are foreign words,
' others are archaic
,
many are technical terms from almost all
branches of learning, but most of them are iJnglish words that
have grown up alongside the ordinary words, i-'owler calls them
164 Quoted by j:jrander iviatthev's in Assays on Ijnglish
,
|
page 128
'
_
^
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"i?'ormal Words" and he states the argument a.^ainst them in this
way : . S
i[ 'L'here are ver^J' few of our notions that cannot be called i
by different names; but amon^^ these names there is usually
one that may be re.^^arded as the thing's proper name, its
kurion onoma or dominant nam.e as the 'Greeks called it, for
||
which another may be substituted to add precision or for '|
many other reasons, but which is present to the mind even,
behind the substitute. A destroyer is a ship, and, though
we never forget its shiphood , the reader is often helped i:^
we call it a destroyer; a vessel also is a ship, but the
reader is not helped by our calling it a vessel, for the
j
most part; ... The proper name for a notion should not be '|
rejected unless the rejector can give some better account :
I to himself of his preference for the other than that he
: thinks it 7'ill look better in print.
TOO often in, newspaper writing the onlj reason for the
^
decorations is that they, supposedly, " will look bet-cer in ]
print y and the reporter prefers to use a stylish word instead
of the everyday working word. !
j^'owler also has a few comments to make concerring the use
of foreign words which are worthwhile, ne divides foreign words
jl '
into thirteen groups and suggests that every foreign word be
classified before it is used. The prroups are: A. the standard'
word for the thing, J5. ^ords accepted as practically English,
though not indispensable, Circumlocution savers, D.
Diplomacy and rolitics words, E. Eress and Cookery v/ords
,
F.
I
Local color and ['ravel words, Sport and T'heater words,
|
ri. Art words
, U ijiteratujre words , K. ( I ) Euphem.isms
,
165 iviodern English usage
,
page 190.
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L. JcTetentious 'ecorations, ivi. i^ieedless substitutes for isnpilish
words, and l^azles for the plain man, suggests that
any words in the last tliree classes be thrown out altogether,
and that the others be examined before they are used.
j
jDrander i/iatthews recognizes the value of some foreign
words in 'ilnglish, especially when there is no English word
that catches the precise meaning, but he requires that after
;
a short time the words be spelled and pronounced according to
!
Sr.glish habits and that they are made to fit our .iiinglish gram- '
mar. ne says, "if an imported word refuses to swear allegiance
j
to the constitution of the English language and if it does not '
I promise to obey our linguistic lai"'s , it is an undesirable }
1 f
citizen of the vocabularytDte deported summarily and speedily."
The archaic words are usually left over from a Sunday
I
School reading of the iiible or a high school reading of
Shakespeare, joth '['he King oames i^ible and the plays of
'I
Shakespeare are fine models for style and simplicity, but
j' fashions in words change and many of the words of the 17th
ll
i! century look foolish on the pa'^ies of the modern nev-spaper,
jj
Technical te^-ms come from every imaginable source.
ii rhilosophy, mathematics, psyc'-iology
,
lay?, logic architecture,
i chemistry, and medicine have all made their contributions.
166 iviodern English usage
,
page 190
167 Essays on English ," page 49
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''.'he trouble here is that in most oases the rords are taken
over "by writers who have little knoi"led.":e of the particular
field and thus are used inoorrectli^ . rhe result can only be
a weakening of the effectiveness of the vvriting and, v/orse
,
confusion in the mind of any reader who happens to have an
idea of the correct meaning of the term.
A good bit of elegant writing consists of a fev\/ of
these technical terms, some archaic words, and many formal
v/ords
,
sprinkled with occasional foreigners and combined
j|
with elaborate phrases and verbal tricks into lumbering sen-
tences. Kecent criticism, especially during the war, has
been aimed at "officialese
"
, a close relative of "journalese "
.
vjne of the most popular parodies on journalese is this ter-
rible version of ijord nelson's famous speech, "England ex-
pects every man to do his duty",
England anticipates that as regards the current
emergency personel will face up to the issues and exer-
cise appropriately'' the functions allocated to their re-
spective occupation groups.''
j
Another bit of tomfoolery is this translation of
Hamlet's "to be or not to be" soliloquy into liritish official^
ese:
jj
'I'o be or the contrary: "'hether the former or the lat-
ter be preferable would seem to admit of some difference
of opinion, the answer in the present case being of an
jl
168 by A. r, nerbert
,
quoted in an Associated ir-ress '
dispatch from jjondon, August 3, 1.939
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affirmative charaoter acoordinp; as to whether one elects
on the one hand to mentally'- suffer the disfavor of -for-
tune, albeit in extreme dep;ree
,
or, on the other hand,
to boldly envisaf^e adverse oonditions in the prospect of
eventually bringing them i:o a conclusion. 169
iviost American newspapers haven't '--•one o^uite this far,
but some of the y/ritin^-^, is so ponderou.s -ts to make these
parodies m.ore lessons than jokes.
Mare is a dictionary of warnin,p;s , a list of words that
are constantl3'- misused in the daily paper with little excuse
i
Other than a desire for ele^^iance bj'- overi/vritin";. now fam-
iliar they all arei
abed - "the younn: students were abed when the full - .armed
p:uerrillas entered the dormitories .^'^^ The v;ord is obso-
lete in common speech, ""^r not simply "in bed"?
abode "court places captive boy in m disclosed abode ... "l^l
I
• Another affected iwrd. home would be far be ter,
' above - for "previously mentioned" is poor business- English
style, ''here are many substitute?, all of them better.
I
T'he "above facts" should oe "these ^or those; facts", etc.
I' accomodation - is a formal word for room . Room is far super-
ior in almost all situations.
; acid tesu - is a much-over'A'orked technical ter;' from chemistry!,,
j The point of the phrase has b-en lost for years.
II
advancement - is a long substitute for the simpler advance.
jj
li
±t can b3 used correctlj'^ to mean "a promotion", uut it j
does not mean "progress".
||
169 ^7 Sir Arthur Quiller-Oouch
,
Quo+ed in £onderous
'^jn-^lish, i"janchester '^'^ardian 'Weekly
,
Aug. 30, 1949
,
ragelAO
170 '^^-e i-iew York ^^imes, dan. 30, 1949, rage 3.
171 The iioston Daily ^^ecord
,
iwarch 5, 1949 , ±'age 1.

advent - for 9.rrival ''connotes importance
,
deep sip;nificance
,
the operation of natural law"^ Save it for these
occasions, Don't use to mean " be,«^inninf^.
"
agp:regate - "The number of jobless Americans ag.p;rep;ated
3,200,000 in J?'e binary . "173 Wouldn't total led, amounted,
to
. or even was
,
convey the idea more easily
Y
alibi - has a specific meaning, "the plea that when an alleged
act took place one ms elsewhere , "174 An^^ other use is a'
popularized technicality and should be replaced by the
ordinary ^^nglish word, excuse.
alone - when used for only ^especiall^'^ in "not alone" j is a
,
weak stylistic device with no purpose
.
anent - for about is a o;^nteelism used for effect. v'-'-'he effect
is usually poor one
.
)
anew - "Soviet doubter of U.S. crisis warned anew . "175 Anev/ is
con::*ect when referrin=c to a process; but , for a single act,
again is preferable.
anxious - is not a synon3'Tn for eager. Anxiety anticipates
evil. H]agerness anticipates joy.
asf=!ist - is a genteelism for help which has nothing to recom-
mend it
.
bear - is a formal way of saying "carry"
,
and it is far infe-
rior to the more com^ on word.
betrothed - is not nearly as ef Vective as the siiipler engaged
^
betterment - is a novelt3'- form of improvement , a superfluous
word, used, perhaps, T'.hen the writer has ordinary ideas
and wants to write them with novel words.
beverage - is the stylish word often used in place of -i-he
working word, drink .
172 Sric ji-atridge
,
usage and Abusage
,
Jr-age 7.
173 The i^ew y ork i^imes
,
iiarch 5, 1949, Jr'age 1.
174 'i'he Concise uxford :^)ictionary
.
175 The I'ev; lork herald - 'i'ribune , i eb. 9, 1949, Jr'age 11
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cache - as a verb is the final result of a hunt for novelties.
±t is used too often in place of the rerrular word, hide,
it should mean "to store ^provisions; underground . "176
cast - in place of throw is a bit of drawing-room stuff. it
certainly'- doesn't belong in a newspaper.
category - is a fanc3'' word for class which has been borj^ov.'ed
from philosophy. ±n philosophy it meant "a uasic mode
or phase of existence , or a basis for or organizing prin- •
ciple of reason. "177 m newspapers it is a complicated
way of expressing a simple idea,
cease - is a formal substitute for the more direct, stop —
valueless except in such stereotyped phrases as, "cease
firin-."
||
chronic - is a popularized technicality borrowed from medi-
cine, it is used to describe a disease meaning "long
or continued" as opposed to acute . T^xcept for its medi-
cal definition it is bet-^ er left alone. Habitual
,
continued
,
and inve terate are ordinary ^Jnglish words
that nake this new word unnecessary.
claim - "A vulgarism that has made its v^ay, probably through
the advertisement column, into journalism, and is now
of daily currenc3'' is the use of clgim in the senses of
. assert, maintain, or represent . "l'° 'L'he "ord claim should
be reserved to mean "demand possession of '^ as in, ""He
has come to claim his share of the estate." .
commence - is just a formal way of saying begin , and it is
not nearl3'- as good. Ij
comprise - is tha stylish word for include . "here is a fine |'
distinction between the words. Comprise always presumes
that all of the elem.ents making up the whole are mentioned,
include implies no such presumption ar d thus, is much the
safer word for ordinar.y use. "iMine men comprise a base-
ball team; t'-^e team includes a pitcher and a catcher. |i
conceal - is impressive way of saying hide
,
but it impresses
onlj those who do not read critically
.
176 'he uxford -Jnglish dictionary.
177 The American College dictionary .
178 Jci. ^^Rq&Iqx , r/iodern English usage
,
jrage 78
.
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conoept - is a new word for conception, f^erhaps the connota-
tions of the latter vrord are dangerous , or maybe the short
er word is needed; in any case, the concept is a nev/ one
that has been picked up from philosophy'- v/here it means
"the object conceived by the mind "''^9
j
converse - is an ele<^ant { and incorrect; Way Of Saying 'talk.
!
countless - is evidence of sloppy writing when it is used to
mean merely "many".
dean - is a dignified word. ±t is criminal to speak of "the
dean of polo-players ,"'' ^O^nd besides, it is a terriole
bromide
.
decimate - comes from the Latin in the days of the Koman le-
gions. The meaning of ten (to kill every tenth manj is an
integral part of the word. Any use that ignores this is a
display of ignorance j rather than knowledg^of the word,
deem - is a stylish word for think. Jr'oliticians are regularly
made to "deem necessary" all sorts of things.
degrade - means "to reduce someone from a higher to a lower
rank (or grade)." It should not be used intransitively
to mean "to deteriorate" or "to degenerate",
delve - is inferior to the ordinary i'nglish word, dig. it's
not yet obsolete but it is obsolescent ^becoming obsolete)
dilemma - is not synonymous with predicament. There should
be a definite choice to be made between alternatives.
don - for put on is weak formal lan^^uage. (Doff is worse
because it is even less common.
;
emoluments - instead of pay is a stupid waste of space and
learning. Strictly speaking it should mean "profit" any- '
way. 1
due to - is not to be used in place of owing to. Due to must
always refer to a noun. "The stock market crash was due
to excess speculation" but "The business failed owing to
Tack of funds." "He gave up drink because of you, par'HTy
due to respect for yoior '•'orth,"!^! is an exam.ple of error.
179 '^^ebster's Encyclopedic Dictionary
180 :iric iratridge
,
'Jsa -e and \busage , rap:e 101.
181 iviary Ha'-'orth's column in the isoston Traveler,
iviarch 8, 1Q/1Q, HRg-^
1
1
1
1
1
^

dwell - is the stylish word for live — a prettj^ frill but I
out of place in a reporter's copy.
edifice - -is genteel for buildin.T ard tbe use of t''? word
stamps the ^^vriting as not masculine.
I'
endeavor- in place of try serves no purpose , but the substi- i
tution gives the impression of "officialese".
jl
enlargen - is not yet an :i]nglish word and there is no need to t!
m^ake room for it. The verb is "to enlarge".
enthused - has been fighting for recognition since before the
first World ''^ar. it is fightinp a good fight but the
ba-^tle is not -^ver. "Writers without sufficient reputationj!
to be authoritative should avoid it. nere • s one of the
argiAments against its acceptance^ "Met upera Singer to
|
Sing for Enthused ^rirl Gripole . "'^^
epoch-making - "j.f an epoch were rade ever^^ time we are told
that ^. discovery or other event is epoch-making, our 1^
bewildeied state of ceaseless trar.sition would be pitiful
indeed, but luckilv the word is blank cartridge , meant
only to startle . "-^^5
era - is a similar word. ±t ' s an outworn shocker, but in the
i
process of becomin'? outworn it has ruined the real mean-
ing, "'riters usuallj'' mean nothing- more violent than
j
phase
.
erstwhile - is an antique; it i-^icver meant former ; it was an
||
adverb meaning "formerly." :
evacuate - as a transitive verb, ap in the phrase "evacuate
the wounded", is 'Mournalese" . The civilians may evacu-
ate a town, but the2[ are rever "evacuated" oj someone else',
eventuate - instead of 'lappen is only used oy tl ose who go
• out of their way to say things in an unusual way. J^'owler .
sB.ys , "The words [eventuality and eventuate] are chiefly
used in flabby/ journalese . "1^4 I
182 The jboston Traveler , i arch 23, 1949, ±^age 12.
183 n. Jj'owler, modern English Usage
,
rage 144-
184 j-bid.
,
rage 154

every - meaning "all possible" is a clumsj'' stj'-listic device
common in newspapers. ±t usually appears as, "We have
every oonfidenoe in him".
evince - "it is still a favorite with callow journalists wl o
like to write 'he evinced a desire' instead of 'showed,
expressed', etc. """^5
expectorate - is euphemistic for the good old word, spit .
iviedicine men used it first , . but it was soon picked up as
an acceptable word to replace the Anglo-Saxon verb.
expedite - is formal for hasten, it's ar.other "officialese"
favorite
.
extend - meaning to "give" or "accord" is a useless metaphor
left over from the d.ays when it reminded us of extending
a hand for a handshake, to "extend a welcome" is, per-
haps, acceptable because of the metaphor of the handshake,
but to "extend gr.npathy, congratulations," etc., is not.
feasible - is a novelty'' word for the more easily understood
possible
.
felicitate - is a latinism for "to wish joy".
flair - is a rrench word that means literally "keen scent" or
more freely, "a good nose for something", it does not
mean "a talent for something" -- good example of the
trouble we get into when we use foreign words.
flamboyant - comes from architecture v.'here it means "charac-
terized by wavy, ilamelike tracery", By extention it can
apply to flowery writing or elaborate costumes, but
application of the v/ord to a person is stretching things.
forenoon - for morning is "used by writers who dislike saying
a plain thing m a plain way,"'^^
garnered - in place of gained or received , as in "Lewis ii, hoyt
garnered 1715 votes"T6 be elected selectman. .." ° 'is poor
journalese. A garner is a granary, and unless there's a
good reason for the metaphor the ordinary words are prefer-
able.
,
185 ivir. Whitten, 'j-ood and aad English
,
Quoted
Patridge in usage and Abusage
,
page 1 23
by Eric
185 n. W, i?'owler, modern '>glish usage
,
page
J 87 The ±>estQn iflobe
,
iviarch 8, 1949, page 12
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gentle art - The "gentle arts" are so many now that the phrase
has become nothing but a battered ornament.
gesture - in "a gesture of good will" is a bromide, m any
other expression except to mean a movement of the hands it
is an oven^rorked metaphor.
g3rmnasiui9 - should make an ordinary plural
,
gymnasiums . Showing
off a knowledge of iiatin with gymnasia is misused learning.
happenings - in place of events is a common journalistic affect-
ation.
hectic - i • a medical term which means "pertaining to the fever
of phthisis", nectic fever and hectic flushes are common
medical terms, in ordinary writing the word is out of place.
idiosyncrasy - is a term from the irreek by way of psychology.
it means "the way one's elements are mixed", and the nearest
synonyms are individuality and character . These ars not
exact s^monyms
,
however , and the word should not be used
unless It IS studied carefully. ±n any case, it does not
mean a habit
,
way
,
whim, etc.
inasmuch as- had a distinct meaning once but that has gone. ±t
is used most often now as a pompous substitute for since .
inquire - is a Sunday word for ask .
intensive - is a scientific and philosophical word. ±t should
not be used loosely where intense is sufficient . intensive
implies concentration in a small area.
leading question - is a popularized technicality from legal terms
The alternatives ?.'ith all of these technical words are: first
to study theto- until we feel confident in their use; or,
;
second, leave them alone. j'he second choice is usually the
[j
safer. A. leading question is a friendly one to guide a
|j
witness to the correct answer.
|
likelj'- - is a modern novelty ¥/ord for the well-established prob-
ably , "'e v/ould be just as well off without it.
j
luncheon - is the old noun lunch in its Sunday dress. The
simplification from the cumbersome uld :5nglish form was once
complete and now the longer word has come back as the elegant
form and -.h has becom.e only the verb in formal talk,
man - Apparently we have no more men . The newspapers make them
ail (x.l.'s vets, negroes, youths, savants, yeg^s, thugs, i
individuals, parties, etc. i
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masterful - is often misused by sports reporters when masterly
is the better word, rasterful means "strong-v/illed"
;
jviasterly means "skillful"
,
meticulous - is a bit of uatin that has long lost its correct
meaning. The stem comes from the uatin word for fear, and
the word should mean "fear of error", if used with ex-
treme care with regard for its origin it can be valuable,
but as a substiti^te for scrupulous or punctilious it is
misleading or, at best, superfluous.
minimize - does not mean the same as diminish . 1+ means "reduce
to the least possible amount". Again it should be used
,
accurately'- or left alone
.
most - is a superlative. j.t shouldn't be used in place of the
intensifier, very
,
as in this sentence: "He begins to read
what appears to be a most exact recording of the events of
the last meeting. "'^8 ^rithout the most the form reads
"The wisest diplomacy will be needed . "''89
|
mutual - used fx3r comm.on in phrases like "our mutual friend"
'
is wrong, iviutual involves a two-v/aj'- relationship, iwo ij
persons have a "mutual agreement" (with each other;,
!|
when the agreement involves each person's relationship
|j
with the other. ±tfe safer to use the familiar word. \<
normalcy - is an extra word added to the language
,
contrary ij
to all of "^he ordinary rules for derivatives, by someone
;
who was unaware that ^ve already had a better word, 1
iMormality
.
[
numerous - is not a pronoun. ±t is an adjective and snould
always carry its noun along. Thus, "The Senate passes i .
numerous bills about the I'ost .uffice IDepartrient in a singlfe
week" is correct, but -'--numerous of them are tacked on as!'
riders to more important bills," is wrong. I
nuptials - is awkward and unnatural for a wedding ceremoriy,
as in "iMuptials in chapel for i"jiss bweeney."'^^ ^'edding
is no longer and is much more comfortable in newspaper
stories.
il
obtain - is stealing aviay the only correct place for the little
word, get
.
188 Boston traveler
,
march 8, 1949, page 26
189 The riew York Herald- Tribune
,
J?'eb.9, 1949, page 25
190 The £iew lork Times, oan. 30, I949, page 57
j

otherwise - is often used where not would do better, nere's
i|
an example: "This is a common incident in all v;arfare
, j|
industrial or otherwise . " H'owler calls it "a favourite
haDit with the Joiirnalist , ""91 i'
palpable - means "touchable." it is not a word to oe used
loosely even though it h?.s a pI-^Tsant sound,
peer - means "an equal'' — not "?. sii'n'^rior"
.
J
per capita - is a comnon L^lunder oy men who know no ijatin and
proceed to demonstrate their ignorance. Translated liter-
ally it means "per men". The singular would be per caput
,
but better still is~^He ij]np:lish fozro, each man. "^us
,
'
"Americans consume five cartons of cigarettes per capita
in a year", becomes "-for each man in a year".
|
percentage - is too often used with no idea of its mathematica]^
meaning of "per hundred".
peruse - does not mean "to glance throu^^h". it means the con-
trary, "to read with great care",
!
phenomenal - means "of the kir.: apprehended by an.y of the
senses", it does not mean "remarkable".
practically - is not synon^j'-mous with the more ordinary word,
nearly. There should always be the idea of "for all
,1
practical purposes," A motor that does not start cannot 1
be said to have "practically started", but a day warm ji
enough for plowing may mean that spring is "practically
||
here".
I
pre-war - is an excellent adjective, as in a "pre-war radio",
but it is inferior to before the ivar as an adverb in "He
was a garage mechanic pre -war " . \[
primarily - m.eans "first", it is used superfluously and without
its true mea'^^ing in this paragraph: "Then the real issues
in the legislature v/ill be highlighted. Primarily they
are taxes, aid for edi^cation and municipalities, and the
State university versus the r>oard of Kegents for supreme
authority, ovar state education. "1 92
191 iviodern gnglish usage
,
I'age 412
192 The mffalo Courier- express
,
uan. 30,1949, -Page 17A

Ill
il
proceed - is usually mexely a f^enteel v^iaj of saylnp; go. t>ood
!i stj^'le demands the shorter and simpler word.
!i
proportion - cannot be substituted freely for part, the normal
ij English word, ii^roportion must involve a rel^itionship to
il the whole. i.ts a term borrowed from mathematics.
|. proposition - is over\Arorked in the newspapers. ±t is used for
i
proposal
,
tas
>
,
problem, and other more exact v/ords which
ij
are more easily understood.
l! protagonist - does not mean ''a supporter'' or "a champion" of a
i
!j cause or person. The protagonist is the "chief person"
i
in a play or, by analogy, m any affair, xt should be
li used carefully, if at all.
ii
ii
!
prototype- is a difficult word. Any writer who is not sure of
the differences between prototype
,
antitype
,
and antet^rpe
i; should avoid all these words until he has time to study
i
them.
,1
provided - cannot be substituted for if in all cases. There
I must be a stipulation expressed. T wise solution to the
problem would be the abandonment of the ^ylish provided
that whenever if will do as well.
psychological moment - is a technical term gone astray, ihe
Lrerraan phrase, correctly translated, refers to the influence
exerted by a mind; it doesri"t mean any specific tim.e. The
"moment'' referred to is the type of moment encountered in i
physics: the "moment" of a force. The phrase is better leftj
alone, because the readers will ''ot accept the correct ford
and they have already been confused the popular meaning. |l
quieten - is, like enlargen
,
an extra word. The verb is to
quiet .
raven - is overv/orked for black. Here's a boy described in
the tJoston Daly Record as havin°- "raven tresses" and "raver
locks", but there is no mention of black hair. '•93
reaction - is a popularized technicality taken from chemistry
|
and physics, it has special meanings: the process of
reversing what has been going on, the recoil in the opposite
direction caused by any unusual activit:", and the action
called forth in a person by another's actions, plus the
193 The Boston Daily Record, mrch 16, 1949, jrage 3

scientific meaning; but it should not be used where
action or effect will do as well, it has become a lin
guistic jack- of-all-trades.
refute - means "to prove wrong"; it does not mean "to deny",
and when it is used for deny it is usually put in for /
effect,
li
resplendent - comes from a iiatin ^'^ro, meaning "to shine". A i
star is resplendent in the sky, but "']"en costumes are
described as "resplendent", the v/riter has gone beyond
his depthJ 94 I
retire - for go to bed is an elegancy used b3^ ladies who deny
the existence of beds and by reporters w>io deny the
existence of simple words.
revelation - should be saved for a man's job. When the ordin-j
ary word, disclosure , is all that is meant it is all that
|
should be used.
|
risqu^ - is a stubborn Prench word. Isn.'t it about time that
we stopped tr37"ing to impress one another and started say-
ing risky Y .
same - as a pronoun instead of it, he, etc. is an error com-
mitted only in the most cum"^rsome journalese. ±t probably
came from business letters: "I received your letter of
tviarch 10. m regard to the same i might say...."
save - is an elegant way of saying except , .tt is fitting in
poetry and proper in writing, but it is not plain English
|;
and it makes for weak style.
scan - like peruse means "to examine carefully"^ not_j "to glance
through", '
stead - in expressions like "in its stead" is a favorite bit
of decoration for the reporter out to make an; impression.
^'Thy not simply place 'i
somewhat - has "a somev/hat amazing fascination for the journ-
alist. "^95
194 dohn c^unther, "inside Europe Today", The i^ew York
neraid- Tribune , i?'eb. 9, 1949
195 ii. W. Jj'owler, modern English usage
,
I
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summon - is formal languap^e for serd for .
||
sustain - in place of suffer , receive
,
or get regarding injur-
ies is grammatical but TormalT A reader knows all about
,|
"getting a broken arm", but he's less certain about a man i
who "sustains injuries". '
transpire - has a definite meaning, "to emerge from secrecy intb
knowledge". As a substitute for happen it is a stylish
word and a weakness.
trusty - is archaic for tmstworthy .
unique - means "the only one of its t^^pe". it does not mean
merelj'' "unusual" and its use in place of that word is
illogical as well as over-elegant.
unless and until - is, in most cases, a puffed up way of sayini
until, if and when is often a similar pompous substitute
'
for when
.
unthinkable - is a shock word that has lost its., punch through
|j
overuse, rerhaps we can revive it with rest,
||
various - like numerous
,
is not a pronoun, it must bring its
|j
noun along with~it , 1
veritable - is a classy, jo^irnalistic substitute for the better|i
word, real ,
j
vessel - is a fancy but valueless substitute for ship
.
jj
wastage - is usually a complicated way of saying waste. !
\i5Ut refererce to sewage is an exception.
;

ICHAPTER VII
SUMMING UP AND LOOKING AHEAD
ll
English is a very flexible language; its flexibility is'i
one of its great advantages over most Indo-European tongues,
and purist efforts that attempt to stabilize English are doing!
ii
more haroi than good. But there are limits to this flexibility^
There is the limit of good taste, which is violated when a •A'ri^^e^
'I
reaches out too far for a slang word that has not earned a place
in the language; there is the limit of regard for the estab-
lished language, which requires that a writer shall not destro^
the worthwhile distinctions of meaning already in use; and ,
there is the limit of re&der comprehension, which prevents
|
the vdriter's invention of a new lingo with a new grammar and
vocabulary.
Headlines demonstrate the fluid quality of English
when they mold the language into brief forms by means of new
words, omitted words, and unusual grammatical constructions.
The limits of good taste and intelligibility still apply to
|
I
headlines, but allov;ance3 must be m^de for the circumstances
that force a copyreader to choose words according to the num-
ber of letters x-hat they contain. As long as the headlines
||
are written with the present restrictions all v.e can hope for
is a little .aore careful manipulation instead of any real
remedy.

We can hope to do something about newspaper style, how-
ever. The v.eird constructions that a reporter uses to niake
his copy understood im.ijediately by the reader often have the
opposite result. Besides injuring the lant,uage by pulling it
out of shape, the new constructions are almost -.iways less
easy to read tnan the normal English. The long, over-packed
leads Can be improved by separation into short, simple sen-
tences; the active voice v.ould give movement to long, passive
constructions; and normal word order would reach the reader
faster, in reality, than the freak forms that trip him with
all the facts pulled up to the top of the sentence.
In the rush of his work the reporter confuses the
reader even more by making up a language as he goes along.
New words are created when a new idea turns up or when the old
word isn't at the tips of the writer's fingers. Standard
:i
rules of grammar are often skipped by reporters who haven't
time to study them. The results of this mad scramble are
almost always bad, as compared to literary staiidards, but
occasionally the writer, in his desperation, uses a fresh word
or phrase th<at is a vital contribution to a living language.
Reporters with better training might have a better sense of
the good and bad , but they must be able to apply that sense
while working undtr pressure.
In their rush, the newsmen, realizing that they haven't
time to work-over their copy, dress up tiieir writing as they
go along by seasoning it with flowery phrases, formal words.

i'
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and elegancies. This little Chirac terisx,ic of newspaper writ-
ing can be eliminated only by the application of care and dis-
cretion by the v.riters c^nd the copyreaders. Men who have
written or read too much ••journalese" often lose their taste,
or they become so attached to pet phrases that they cannot let
them go witnout a feeling of regret.
These are the factors that aiake the English of journal-
ism different from standard literary English. There's a free
choice as to the order of the wickedness of the vices.
Arthur Kennedy calls the headline the unost dangerous of the
abominations. He writes:
The criticisms of newspaper English, as a whole, apply
in equal measure to inefficient and coramonplace writing
in general; and it is chiefly in the realm of 'headline
English', with its accompanying mechanical restrictions
that the most serious threat to good English lies. Per-
haps the only way to avoid that danger will be to avoid
the greatly overemphasized headline itself.
Francis Beirne thinks that lack of good taste comes
first. He .Vrites;
When a newspaper story requires merely a clear, frank
statement of fact, it is as a rule not open to serious
criticism.
.
.
Vv'hat the newspaper cannot do is to instil good taste
into its reporters. That is apparent the instant the
element of emotion is included in the news. The newspaper
craftsman then becomes the newspaper artist and too often
he lays his colors on with a aiop...
A writer cannot deny a misspelled word or a singular
subject with a plural verb. But he can argue all day over
the matter of taste and in the end remain convinced that
he is right.
There's no need to argue which of the faults is the
196 Current English
,
page 45::
1^7 Newspaper En^l_ish, American Speech, October, 1926

most dangerous. They are all examined here without partiality.
Action is needed if journalistic writing is to be improved.
The newspapers themselves are interested in the language. A
,
critic m^de a study of softie of the important New York news-
papers recently and found that, "in the course of the year
194<i the New York Time
s
published no less than 122 items of .
198 'linguistic interest." The Herald -Tribune and the World I
Telegram contained the same number in proportion.
This is a good sign. Let's hope that newspapers have
become more interested in English, because as readers become
more proficient in their language they are likely to be
critical of any special lingo known as Newspaper English,
- 30 -
'
198 J. H. Neuman, American Newspapers ' Interest in
English Language Problems , American Speech,
Vol. 20, Page 99, April, 1945
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